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That's the best way to tell the story of these happy
people, who were made happier when the Henry 1.
Siegel Company gave turkeys to all their ,employees
in the Fulton and South Fulton plants. Nearly 6000
turkeys were distributed over the entire Siegel system Volume Thirty-Five
In other photos there are happy faces because the Siegel Company made its annual gifts of clothing to needy
children in the area. The bottom photo shows Paul
Blaylock, Phil Matrone and Jerry Davis assorting the
clothing for the children.
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Southern Bell
Ringing With
Lower Rates

Thursday, January 6, 1966

Piellappy Smile Of Tax Cut

Whether they plan to major in engineering or economics, education or entomology, all University of Kentucky freshmen, beginning next September, will enroll
in the College of Arts and Sciences and remain in that
college nntil the beginning of their junior year,
This policy, part of a broad new
academic program just approved
by the University's Board of Trustees, is aimed at giving all UK
graduates, whatever their major
field of study, a liberal education
based on the equivalent of a full
year's study in the basic disciplines.
The new plan further stipulates
that all freshmen entering the Uni•
% ersity next September and there
after must complete, as a requirement for graduation, a sequence
of course wort in not less than five
of eight prescribed areas of general studies. These areas are (I)
mathematics-philosophy; (2) phy-

first meeting of the new year
at 7:30 p. m., Thursday, January
6, lii the school library.
A most interesting film will be
shown by Jim Mom, who is with
the Southeni Bell
Telephone
Company in homey.
A ntneery will be provided for
children. An members are urged
to attend.
The executive committee will
meet at 7 p. m. in Mr. Betty's
office

Junior High Cage
Teams Play Benefit
A basketball game will be piayed between the Fun and South
Fulton Junior High Cage teams
on January 13 at Carr gymnimilm,
the proceeds going to the Twin
Cities Youth, Incorporated.

hical sciences; (3) biological sciences; (4) foreign languages; (5) humanities (literature, art
and
music); (6) history; (7) social
sciences, and (8) behavioral
sciences.
The general studies sequences
are not freshman and sophomore
requirements but graduation re••••
-W. L. Holland, superintendent
of Fulton's City Schools said today that the new policy will
have no effect on pietism*, of
the local school wishing to enter
college, since. the now UK requinemords h•ve been met by the
local system for many years.

Sorry Folks!

Fulton County ,
Farm Bureau To
Meet Fridaf

South Fulion P-TA
To Meet Thursday
The South Fulton PTA sell hold
its

Number 1

Fulton City Schools Not
Affected By ITIC's Policy

Kentucky customers of Southern
Bell said the states economy will
have benefited by about $4,964,000
thy the end of 1966 as a direct mink of t e federal excise tax cut.
Excise taxes on telephone eeryice were reduced from 10 to three
per cent effective January 1, 1966.
President Johnson had *eked for
the cut along with other major excise cuts last year, expecting
them to spur "cootinued growth"
of the national economy. The reduction should save telephone customers a total of $730 million
throughout the country in 1906.
"We are deiig ted our customers are receiving theme benefits
from this tax cut," Larry Ader,
Meal manager said. "Telephone
eervlee is the only utility which
cantos Weil a tax."
The excise tax is to he completely eliminated on telephone
service by January 1, 1939, following one per cent decreases each
year until them.
Long distance telephone service
has bean taxed since 1932, and
local service since 1911, Ader said,
The tames were at first intended
to finance public works projects,
end later to raise war funds and
to discourage non-essential calls
WI crowded lines.

The annual meeting of the Fulton County Farm Bureau will be
had Friday evening January 706
fit ehe Cayce School. Meng
lithe Is 7: p. or.
Louis Loa, State Farm Bureau
President, will make an 'address.
Mr. bon is an interesting speaker
and • hall membership turnout
for theinnadarls heille
Officers from each continually
in the County will be elected, as
well as County officers. Remelt-talents will be served.

?AGES

Mrs. Lucille Burton, Southern Bell Telephone Company's local service representative, smiles happily for
herself and for all Fulton telephone subscribers, whose
bills„ reflecting the reduction of the Federal excise tax
are much smaller. The tax has been cut from ten per
cent to three per cent . .. so Lucille advises everybody
to "keep talking".

••••
If we've omitted some news quirements, and so May be 001111'Acted at any time during the lode
accept our apologies. T. C. Tay.
be. our linetyp• eper•tor is ill, years of undergraduate wort. The
which curtailed our news pro- separate colleges within the University may require completion of
duction.
more, but not less, than five of the
We
want to thank our aid eight sequences.'
friends Eph Dawes and Bob
Jo no case does the new program
Herris for helping us with our
extend the time required for comlinolvee production. We couldn't
pletion of the baccalaureate degree
have mad. It without them.
work.
By requiring a student to take
at Nast two musses in each of the
VETS AIDE COMING
five basic study areas, the new
plan gives a measure of depth as
H. S. Miles, a Contact Repre- well is breadth
to all undergradusentative of the Kentucky Dhabi ate work.
ed Ea-service Menis-Hosed, will be
Although all freshmen and sophopresent on Jan. 14, 111011, at the
mores at UK will be enrolled in
Chamber of Conunerce in Fulton,
Arts and Sciences when the new
Ky., to assist veterans and their
plan ie in full operation, each studeseddents- with chime for benefits dm them as a result of their dent will haw from the outset an
eatery orrice. 13e will be present acadethic advisor from the departhorn 9:00 A. M. until 3:00 P. W.
(Combatted ors Page light)

Three1Ceificky
4-Hers Given Scholarships

Three Kentucky 41-tern have won
3100 educational awards given by
the Illinois Central Railroad. They
are Gayle Oldham, I. of Dawson
Springt; Slabs Sprague, 17, of
Sturgis. and James L. Davis, 17,
of Springfield.
The railroad offers 18 educational
wards annually to top 4-H'en in
six central and mid-southern dates
which the railroad serves: Illinois,
Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee. The Cooperative Extension Service of the University of Kentucky selected the
winners.
Young Dave also was the 1965
state winner in the sheep program.
Miss Oldham is known for her
leadership ability and talent in the
recreation field. Prague, who carried agricultural projects, excelled
with his barge end pony project.
The IC was cited during the recent National 4-H Club Congress in
Chicago for its 43 years of continuous support of the 4-11 Club program.

You shouldn't get angry at
someone who knows more than
The public is urged to attend you do. After all, it's not his fault
and summit this organization. —Oxford (Kans.) Register
'littera win be on sale next week.

Fl7LTON HOSPITAL ADDITION GOING UP: Workmen (above) prepare
to
add the second story to the new addition to Fulton Hospital this week. When completed. addition at the rear of the present structure will add 24 additional rooms
and baths, with 12 on each floor, plus four utility rooms. Completion is expected
in
the late spring.

Holidays Over, But Alas Housework Goes On
By the time you read this col- phis as a result of injuries susimm k will be safe to say that the tained in an auto accident, keepholidsys are over. I hope you ing house at our place
I a do-it'
I don't mind my saying "'Thank the yourself endeavor. Also
eh: my
Lord for all small favors and Little bout at Hillview Hospital,
the
larger ones in proportions." What family pitched right
in and made
a pity the holidays couldn't come It a share-the-work plan. It
worked
at some other time of the year. fine for awhile. Paul
cooked breakWe're always so rushed with pre- fast, Mary Jo made
up her bed, R.
parations for Christmas We can't Paul even made a
clear pathway
eqjoy it for the frenzy.
from his bed to the hail-way withow if Christmas conld come in out 'Keeping on any of his clothes,
mid-February and a "Get-ready- pencils, radios, wires, etc, etc, etc,
for Christmas-petiods" could be etc. (That boy is a saver-upper.)
proclaimed, making it unlawfui to
But I've noticed within the past
do any hat minute chopping, or few days that as the
color of
traveling, or decorating, then we health,remet, back to my body,
could enjoy the holidays. But you their boutehold chores are getting
know what ... I don't believe such a tittle more infrequeni_ 6 find mya thing is going to happen in our self being cook and bottliewasher,
life-time, no just don't count on upstairs and
down-stairs maid,
getting rid of holiday ulcers for a washerwoman and
ironer and
long-time to come.
scrub-woman. If yott hear of my
early confinement
again, think
Since our housekeeper, Ozie Todd nothing of it. I Met want the homehas been in the hospital in Mem- folks to get back in their house-

Jottings
from

J0 s
keeping habits again.
The laxity came about when I
causally remarked that if I didn't
have anything else to do, I'd love
being a full-time domestic. '
Gee. I'm glad I have something
else to do. I think that a steady
diet of house-work can become a
very sterile activity
if th-re

were nothing else but housework
Billy Blackstone is an avid readto do!
er of the News. He was moat corn" cdirnenery of the changes We have
If you've been waiting to get made on the editorial page and
some action oi your special pro- particularly
commented on the
jeche connected with Kentucky State story on Murphy's Pond. Billy said
officials We no better time than that tis wife Mary Lou, as well
now. Governor Breathitt has order- as othefe, knew nothing about
ed all department and agency Murphy's Pond until they read it
heads to stay close to their desks In the News. ^
for the General Assembly now in
Billy suggested that I ought to
session. A one-day absence from do a story on Mosoaw Bottoms. He
Frankfort is all that is permitted says that if enough people who
for about the next three months cared and worked at it, this area
and we say "Bravo," to Governor cold(' become caw of the most proBreathitt.
fitable hunting reserve* in all the
I must say that, for the moot Nation. I'm not even going to try
part, I have had little difficulty in to tell you where Moscow Bottoms
speaking with or having calls re- Is located, but Billy did tell me.
Billy and I talked about die fact
turned from folks in Frankfort
must add however, that I have that State and Federal funds are
learned when to call. If you can available for developing
private
get a call in between the morning and public recreational activities.
coffee treat, tun* and the after- So if anybody is hunting for a good
noon coffee break, you've in like project, take away to Moscow Bab
Flynn.
(Continued on Pape Mel
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Mrs. Cooper Brings First Hand Report Of Vietnam;
Her Vivid Story SpeaksMore Than An Editorial
(Ed's PAM: Mrs. Cooper's
vivid description of conditions
in Viet Plans speak Tern than
any editorial. W. are prissierod to publish this article fer
your interest and enjoyment)

that is pre.
munzed, and if they
have to no back to the bomb bay,
they must wear oxygen masks because the planes fly at such high
altitudes I asked what the bombs
painted on the side of the plane
meant and was told that one bomb
Now for the second lap of our represented each mission.
journey to Southeast Asia After
The crew cif -six was standing at
leaving Thailand. we stopped at the attention near the plane, and
as I
Guam Air Base on the way to the had heard Air Force fighters
could
Philippines. We were met by the go under the SAM
Missile sites of
Commanding General who took all North Vietnam, I asked
me of the
of us to his Headquarters for a boys how low the bomber
could
briefing As you know. Guam
fly "That's classified, Ma'am."
the base for B52 bombers that he answered and I felt exactly
like
operate in Vietnam. The briefing Hanoi Rose and was mortified,
kiven us by the General and an
Wewere in Guam about two
Air Force Colonel was accompani- hours and flew all night
arriving
ed by colored slides and was clear, at Manila the next morning.
We
workman like and to a civilian, were met by our Ambassador
and
absolutely terrifying Our bomb- Members of the Philippine
Governers have to refuel -in the air dur- ment who were overjoyed because
ing the long Bight back and forth the nte of the Asian Bank
had just MRS. JOHN SHERMAN
COOPER
to Vietnam: We saw in the pictures been voted in favor of the Philiphow the bombs were dropped so pines in a 9 to S vote over Japan. "Welcome
Delegates to the Asian
precisely no their objectives that It will be built in Manila. The na- Bank".
but the next day that had
they make a straight and continu- tions that Japan had occupied dur- been ripped
down and "Welcome to
ous line of explosions.
ing the last war had swung the vote the Healthy Babies Contest- bad
We were tremendously impressed to Manila after much passionate been placed an the same poetise.
by the General and die Colonel as lobbying.
The next day it was "Welcome to
individuals. In fact, we felt that
The Dilated States delegation had the Maw Asia Princess Coronation"
way about all the military we met. planned its arrival after the vote and after that
we left so I canine
It is sad that war often brings out was taken ao we could not be ac- further report on
the Manila
the best in men. They all seined cused of favoring one over the hotel's actives.
serious, sober. lean and 6t—ace a other—which was done
anyway.
Besides
morning
the
to night ofsign of grosemeas or aelf-aniulgen- One Manila paper said that it was
ficial meetings for the US delegace. Of course Vas particular outfit a age dedeat for the Untied
States tion, which consisted of Senators
is completely removed from
as they bad favored Japan and a Symington
and Cooper. Eugene
son and brutality of hamd to halid Japanese paper said exactly
the Black and J. EMT, Under Secreground fighting. They risk their same thing because they
claimed tary of the Treasury. with Memlives on every Manion, but their's we baypred the Phihppirea.
So bers of the HOW* as alternates,
is precision bombing, very compli- with the counterbalance, I
felt we there was the usual official entercated and technical with no human came out as we were in
the be- taining and everything was exelemeot.
ginning. not interfering
tremely well organized from oar
We were sleeted by what we had
idasila was hot and damp and delegation's point of view, by the
beard. We well to 'the airfield felt hie Florida in the summer
rer- American Einbaasy and CAW
which was fioodbt, and shown one un the burning Asian
beat of t:tam:dor, Witham Blair, and him
of the B52s—a Mee craft with mid- Thailand. We were takes
to an remarkably pretty wife. Mrs. Sian
less bombs under the wings and in enormous old Spanish type
hotel took Mrs. Symington sod me to
the plane itself. It is manned by a which calls itself the aristocrat
of snit
the American Memorial
crew of 11Z who Mt in the beet of the Orient. There was an merman
Cemetery Much is outside Manila.
the plane which is the only part sign over the entrance
saying,
I am mot particularly fond of
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WISTPHILING
Eaters and Publishers

Editorials
Averell Harriman, Banana Festival Visitor,
Is Ambassador Of The World Seeking Peace
Each tirde that we read of the
highly sensitive and important diplomatic missions that our government
continues to assign to Arnhacsor-ofthe World Averell Harriman, we
marvel anew that he was sent here
to our small community to represent
the White House during the second
annual International Banana Festival.
Ambassador Harriman is in the
midst of negotations for a cease-fire
in Viet Nam. The vitality and ability
of this kindly and friendy man will
be well recorded in the history of
this age.
Here is what the Louisville Courier-Journal said of Mr. Harriman,
A MILLIONAIRE DEMOCRAT
who is as one colleague describes him,

"as crafty as a peasant," the astounding Averell Harriman at 73 once more
is in the thick of a capital-to-capital
trouble-shooting mission. Whether or
not his part in the Johnson Administration's peace drive succeeds, the
new chapter he is adding to his remarkable record should cheer up
every American who looks with apprehension on the approach of his
sixtieth birthday—muEn less his seventieth.
Now U. S. Ambassador at Large,
Mr. Harriman has worked as busily
and as effectively for Lyndon Johnson as he did for John F• Kennedy,
Harry S. Truman, and Franklin D.
Roosevelt. A Republican until Al
Smith ran for the Presidency in 1928,
he was 41 when F. D. R. brought him
into the New Deal.

Fruit Or Genius Is Also Fruit Of Labor,Thought
THE FRUIT OF GENIUS IS
THE FRUIT OF LABOR AND
THOUGHT. . . . Alexander Hamilton said: "Men give me credit for
some genius. All the genius I have
lies in this: When I have a subject,in
hand, I study it profoundly. Day Afid
night, it is before me. My mind becomes pervaded with it. Then the effort which I have made is what peoPublished Every Thursday of The Year
at Ifif Commercial Ave, Fuften• KT. 42041
A member of the Kentucky Prete AsserJatten
Second

class postage paid at Fulton, Ky, 42841.

Successor of various wasidy papers ht Fulton
the first of which was founded In NIS.
Voted one of Kantucky's "'Best
Weekly Pamirs.

All

Armour

Subscriptim Rates: $3.1111 per year hi Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblan and
Weskits, Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere threugheut
the United States I4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.
_
Address an malt (subscriptiens, atingle
Mir
dress. Perms 3171I) to Peat Offine is SI Petten, Kenhiciry, 43941.

pie are pleased to call the fruit of
genius. It is the fruit of labor and
thought."
The point is made conclusively
by the two frogs that fell into a bucket of cream.
They tried over and over to get
out by climbing up the side of the
bucket. But each time, they would
slip back into the cream.
Finally one frog said: "We'll
never get out doing this. I give up!"
So down he went and drowned.
The other frog, seeing the consequences of giving up, decided to keep
trying. Even if he didn't succeed, It
would be better to go down fighting.
So time and time again he tried
to climb with his front feet while hekicked with his back legs. Suddenly
he hit something solid.
He turned to see what it was. Lo
and behold, he found that all his kicking had Churned up a lump of butter!
So climbing on top of it, he leaped
out of the pail to safety.
—Fulton Rotary Bulletin

cemeteries, but went to show my
respect to those who have died for
our country. And am glad to report
that this is the most beautiful eemetary I have ever seen. We drove up
a long straight avenue bordered by
smooth green lawns with the
straight white crosses curving with
the slope of the land, to a semicircular arcade of great ansiutectura) beauty.
Inside the arches there are mans
on the walls showing the great battles of the South Pacific. beautifully inlaid in the stone. And on the
polonnades, inscribed on tre walls.
are the names and States of
Americans who died in the Pacific
and whom graves are unknown As
I looked up, the brat name I saw
was Rollin Feese of Somerset,
Kentucky, which was curious when
there are ever 17.000 named; written
there. The only completion I can
say to anyone who may have lost
a child and who reads this letter, is
that I know of no more beautiful
place of that.
The matiglay we were flying Into
the ami eggs our demanstion, Hilo.
an island hi the new Mate of Hawaii. We men one glorious day
and night back in the USA at Lawrence Radtefeller's hotel. Mauna
Kea, Meolein isse • glimpse of
parodies—blue skim, white errscast beaches and mountains together MO the clear water and the
best golf course. not to mention the
bimetal heel itself.
Ties mother five o'clock call,
and In lour hours we were landing
in San Francisco with a fog ceiling
of MI fell at Travis Air Force
Base I rushed to the teiephone to
can any brothers and discovered
that our colt Coursing bed chipped his seminoid
borne, ao we
are not going to win the Derby after all as he cannot possibly race
agate until September. With this
welcome home news, we proceeded
to Andrews Field arriving about
FM in the morning—and so to bed.

I
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What is this life if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.
No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows

i

No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full of stars, like stars at night.

..
..

•No time to turn at Beauty's glance,
• And watch her feet, how they can dance.
No time to wait till her mouth can

(From

Enrich that smile her eyes began.

—W H Davies

AIRS SWUM THE GROUND
by Mary Stewart

1_11DllualrY Canner
by Miss Jessie Orgain

With bar charscterastic flair for
description the author bruits alive
the Austrian countryside. The title
of the novel is descriptive of the
beautiful leaps and dancing steps
made by the white Liptuan stallions of the Spanish Riding School

Year 1106-07, two $1000 scholarships
for students in library science. For REND YOUR HIADS AU.
further irdormatice call at your
by Remote Rutherford Farrar
Fulton Public Library. The deadline for appbcations is March 15,
This historical novel, based on
the emigration to Tennessee in
1770
and the eventual settlement of
SOME NEW ROOKS KICINTLY
Nashville. is a study of the men
RICEIVED IN THE LIBRARY
who restlessly moved and the women who had no choice but to
THOSE WHO LOVE
follow A magnificent tribute-do the
by Irving Stem
women who helped settle the West.
Against the panorama of our
country's struggle for independ- GIVE JOY TO
Tape recording of fine music
MY YOUTH
ence. a master of the biographical
Long playing records of different novel unfolds the warm 'and deep- by Teresa Gallagher
types
ly moving love story of two of
A memoir of Dr Tom Dooley
Framed reproductions of works America's most exciting people, wntten
by a co-worker of Dr Dooof famous artists
Abigail Smith and John Adams.
ley's who knew his methods, plans,
Movie films for children and
hopes, and whole public career
adults
from • yrs> special point of view that of his solunteer secretary
A film projector and screen(may
AVALON
by
Wen
Anya
be borrowed by civic and religious organizations)
Anya Seim once more brings JOHN F. KENNEDY AND
THE
Access to film collection of the history to life in this novel spun
YOUNG PEOPLE OP AMERICA
University of Kentucky
against the background of history by Bill Adlor
Access through inter library loan and place which includes Iceland.
to books not in Fulton Library. Greenland. England harried by the
Compiled and edited from the
Vikings, North
Alllefifi
and thousands of letters writer) to the
There is at present a great need Eric the Red's ill-conceived color- President and Mrs Kennedy
These
for young people to enter the field ization of Greenland. The saga is form an intimate, humorous, and
of librarian•hip. The University of full of yearning, mystery, tragedy, compassionate revelation of the
Kentucky has available for the saintliness and love.
feelings of America's youth for a
The Mamie of interest and pride
shown by the Fulton citizens in the
new public library has been quite
gratifying to those who are in
charge If you have rot yet had
the opportunity to avail yourself
of the privilegeS'offered, there you
may be surprised to learn of the
services to be had only for the
asking
•
SOME OF THE SERVICES AVAILAISLE IN THE LIBRARY

•
.7
.
1 FROM THE FILES:_

•

Turning Back The Clock--

man deeply laved and affectiseste
ly remembered.
THE FIRST LADY COOK BOOK
lit Mergers. Seem Klepther and
seers
FsoçrIt. recipes of as nis Mao
dents If the United Slam compiled
and etsd by seastanding culinary
and
al authentiss.
GHOST HOUND OF TNUNDIR
VALLEY—by ewer, A. Amery
A mom unusual and moat appeal
ing dog story told by the wiener of
the Dodd, Mead Librarian and
Teacher Prize Competition
TRUE TALES OF HOLD
ESCAPES—by Theedert Reams
Five true tales of bold escapes.
told by a master story teller and
packed with danger. suspense and
wild pursuit.

Negro Arts Fete Set
DAKAR, Senegal — The first
World Festival of Negro Arts will
be held here next April. Artiste and
sinters from 30 nations are to at
tend the three-week festival

13 Million Artluitie
WASHINGTON — The Publi,
Health Service says arthritis costs
13 million Americana Ill billion a
year in disability payments, hos
attain/loon. medical advice, drug'
and time lost

T. James, junior steward, John G. Adkins, tier; George
C. Halt, chaplain.
Kramer Lumber Company, which closed for th(
duration while World War II was in progress,
has reopened its doors and is doing business
with its old
friends and customers.

January 4. 1946
After three years of fine work among the service
men and women during the war, the Fulton Service
Club officially closed its doors here on January 1. Lack
of finances, local help and the need of the Legion cabin
by returning servicemen who are building a larger and
stronger American Legion, forced the closing of the
Service Club.

From Route 3, Fulton: We wish to congratulate
Elno Foster and bride, better known as Miss
Doughnuts.
who married Saturday before Christmas.
Mrs. Foster
was formerly Miss Mary Lou Hollis
and has many
friends in Fulton. We wish them a long
and happy life.

From Route 5, Fulton: Welfare workers
held their
annual Christmas dinner at the home
of Mrs. hem'
Yates December 20. About 26 were
present and a delightful day was enjoyed.
• Workers who contributed to the success of the SerMr.
and
Mrs.
Jim
Clements
entertained Wednesday
vice Club in Fulton were entertained Christmas night tf last
week with a family dinner. The newly-weds
arat the Legion cabin, when a banquet was sponsored in rived home
from
their
honeymoon, and a number of
their honor, amid scenic splendor in holiday decorations, friends were
guests.
J. R. Hogan, president of YMBC,sponsoring club of the
Service Center, Billy Blackston and P. H. Shelton, were
From Latham and Bible
at the head of the table. Other YMBC members active announces the 'marriage of herUnion: Mrs, Golie Glover
daughter, Novella, to Mr.
in conducting the center, Mrs. S. M. DeMyer, general Phillip Barron of Trenton
chairman, Mrs. Charlotte Smith, the Center's first presently with the bride's December 22, 1945. They are
mother in Fulton.
chairman, Mrs. Ernest Brady, Mrs. Earl Taylor, Mrs.
Amelia Brundige entertained the following
guests
Joe Mullins, and Mrs. Walter Hill were also seated at on her 16th birthday,
December 25, at her home east
the head table.
of Latham: Lindy McGuire, BAtty
Sue
Mayo. Junior Rickman, Kara Mayo, Bynum, Ida Lou
Larry Glasgow,
Mary Bell Harris, Duane Kemp,
Retha Harris, Lee
New officers of Roberts Lodge No. 172 F8rAM are: Stow, Rudell Stow. Gerald
Harris, Wanda Stow, Jay
H. A. Butler, worshipful master; J. Roy Green, warden; Mosely, Sue Lockridge,
Arval Jones, Minnie Dell
J. T. Grant,junior warden; T. J. Smith, secretary; N. G. Watts, Thomas Wray, Louise
Richardson, Bill Nanney,
Cook, treasurer; B. A. Heithcock,junior deacon; R.Paul Betty Ruth Stanley,
Marion Lochridge and Joe GlasNanney, senior deacon; Carl Wood, senior steward; G. gow.

•
•
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A poor life this if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.
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Students Vote Whether Communism
Should Be Studied By Students
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KAYE MANN — I have a strong
opinion on whether or not we
should study Communism in our
schools. We definitely should because this way we would learn
what Communism is and learn to
appreciate democracy more.
# Communism is • type of government. People have not cared
or known enough about it. They
have not thought enough or been
taught enough about their own government or governments of other
countries to he able to debate, if
necessary, against Communism.
The ideal of Communism is"from
each according to his ability, to
each according to his need." In
practice. however, the worker is
enslaved. This is why, I think, we
should be taught in our schools this
form of government so that we can
avoid its pitfalls.
I believe in democracy, not in
Communism I think the knowledge
gained from studying about Communism would make us much better American citizens.

LEE .ENGEL — Communism
should be presented to the students
in our school system. The question
is to what extent it should be
taught. At our age we are convinced that democracy is the best
way of life. But will our children
believe this? What if they are subjected to Communism and Democ.
racy at the same time? Of course
there is going to be some doubt in
their minds as to which is better
for them. Communism in its simplest state would appeal to anyone.
I think the basic principles of Communism should be presented to
high school students in order that
as young Americans they might
see how much better our way of
life is in a democracy. Communism
should be taught with restraint in
high school, but not advocated.
DANNY HALES — Yes, I believe
Communism
should
be
taught in our schools.

441IP

It should be taught to better inform those who want to have a
better understanding of world
BETTYE BEADLES — Yes, I do policies.
believe Communism should be
If this subject was accepted into
taught in public school systems. I
don't think the practice of it should our school, I believe it should be
be stressed but definitely we need taught by a learned and informed
to learn more about the principles instructor. Equally important is
of Communism in order to under- the fact that we would be taught
stand it better. Today we are fight- whole truths and not - half truths
ing to keep our nation free and which would blot our image of this
democratic and in the future this policy.
conflict will become even greater.
We will need to know how to maintain our own principles of freedom
and we will need to know what we
are up against. I think if the principles of (Ximmunism are taught in

BE ENRICHED, ENLIGHTENED, ENHEARTED—WORSHIP HERE REGULARLY WITH THE SMITH IIILSJAHICKSWVIRIST

What Have We Here?
• Friendly neighbors assembled to worship God, honor his
Son and to study the Holy Bible.
• A church that is holding forth the Word of Life that instills
faith by which tc; live, courage by which to the and a love
that never fails by preaching a saving, uplifting and transforming Gospel free from hurtful hobbies and human legislation.

If taught in our schools it should
be a high school class. Also it
should be elective and not required. Thus people who weren't really
interested would not waste the
teacher's time and talents.

Christ and
• A people possessed of a burning passion
world redemption .. . Where mortal men are building with
God a Divine Edifice of redeemed humanity on the firm
foundation of eternal truth and immortal love.

Federal Farm Program Seeks To
Divert 40 Million Surplus Acres
Details of the Cropland Adjustment Program—authorized by the
Food and Agriculture Act of 1965—
were announced recently by Secretary of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman The program is aimed
at removing from surplus production up to 40 million acree for perifkls of 5 to 10 yearn. Emphasis
will be on shifting this land into
public benefit uses vtich also conserve soil and water to meet future
needs.
The signup of farmers wishing to
divert acres under the new Cropland Adjustment Program will be
announced later. Full details on
bow the program would apply to an
Individual farm will be availabl
in the ASCS county office in "
December or early January.
The Cropland Adjustment .
gram supplements the yearly comprograms.
Long-term
modity
agreements afford farmers more
stability and thus better opportunity for pl-anning adjustments in land
use,
To protect local communities, the
new program will limit the amount
of land that can be put under the
program. In any county or colmunity, no more than 10 percelit
of the allotment or base acreage
for any crop or of total cropland
will be contracted in any single
year ed no more than 25 percent
during the life of the program. Exceptions to this rule will be made
where requested by local governments.

CAP will help farmers divert
cropland to protective conservation
uses under the long-term agreements. Participants will receive adjustment payments related to the
value of the crops normally produced on the land. They also will
be eligible for conservation costshare payments on the diverted
land. And those who agree to permit free public access for fishing,
hunting, hiking, and trapping in accordance with appropriate State
and Federal regulations may get
an additional per-acre payment.
In general farms which have
changed ownership during the 3year period preceding the first year
of the agreement period are not
eligible to take pert in the program. There are, however, exceptions to this general rule, such as
farms which have changed ownership by will or succession due to
the previous owner's death and
farms which for 3 years prior to
the agreement have been under the
control of the person who will control it for the full period of the
agreement. Under certain circumstances, the law also permits farms
with ownership changes as late as
December 31, 1954, to participate.
After placing all of his acreage
of one or more of the farm's allotment crops or the feed grain base
In the program, the farmer may
offer other cropland. Rates for this
cropland will range nationally from
$3 to $1 an acre.

VONN T. FORTNER, evangelist

• A church'with a living faith, a dynamic program, a view to
the future, where
"Your present salvation and happinees.nnd yOor sterna,
welfare is our FIRST consideration."

INVITING YOU TO SHARE WITH US A-GREAT
FUTURE WITH CHRIST IN A GROWNG CHURCH
PUBLIC WORSHIP SERVICES
Sunday
Bible study
Morning worship
Evening worship
Children's class

. 10:00 a.
11:00 a.
6'00 p
6:00 p.

Wednesday
Bible study

m.
m.
m
m.

7:00 p. m.

Other
Special services as called.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E. C.C.

Hornbeak Funeral Home

"Live Better Iliectrically"

Oxygen-equipped ambulance

Jobbers of Shell Pnducts
Pullen

Phone 472-3951

Hickman, Ky.

302 Carr St.

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc
CITY DRUG COMPANY

Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Dial 472-1412

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Phone 472-1471

Your Preseriplise Drug Shire
Pullen, Ky.

Green florist supplies

Cut flowers

Mum 472.1341

Dial 1371

Henry L Siegel Company. Inc.
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
S.. us for all your Insurance needs
231 Mein St,

Phan* 472-1341

Fulton and South Putnam

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Revell Store"

. THE CITTZENS BANK

Lake Street

Dial 4724421

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 234-2655

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

PURE MX COMPANY
At the store or at your deer

Greenfield Monument Works

• A church where Christ is central in a vital religion; where
God i; real through intelligent worship; where man's supreme need is abundantly supplied through the everlasting
gospel.

Pullen, Ky.

Phone 4724311

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line

Antiques

Fulton, Ky.

Excellent Peed
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Phone 472-11411

I, Oeeiretles 111 Tenn

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets

• Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Mhos
Cell 146

J. B. MANESS & SONS
GreenfiehL 3ILiast.

Hickman, Ky,

Union City, Tenn.

South Fulton, Tenn.
Greenfield
AD s_gegs

Atkins, Reams and Taylor

Hemphill Cities Service Station

Form IL Auto Insurance
Farmer's LiabIlity C
203 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472.1351

Tires, Batteries, miner repairs
Broadway St.

Phone 479.9173

Photos on this page courtesy Gardner's Studio, 218 Commercial Ave.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Friel&
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MACHINERY
Equipment of $2000 or more
following a long illness. Be was Fulton; C. C. Morgan, Water Turkish Coffee
Valley;
Eddie Allen, Route 1.
born in Weekiey County, Tenn.,
ATHENS — Despite mounting
but had lived in= Fulton most of Water Valley; Raymond Cherry,
competition from Adlerican coffee
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and Italian espresso, tiny cups of
2,
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Wilson
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Emil Meeker of Troy, Ohio; several trig her long illness and death.
urban crowding Noumea has douVera and William
other nieces and nephews.
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Massey Ferguson Tractors

Allis Chalmers Tractors

NEW HOLLAND

Any Used Tractors or Combines

WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT COMPANY, Water talky, By.
JOHNSON MACHINERY CO. Union City,Tennessee

DRESDEN TRACTOR COMPANY,Dresden,Ten.

*
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Miss Nancy Adams, Mr. Floyd Huddleston
Married In Beautiful, Me mphis Ceremony

I sure hope that Dr. and Mrs. H.
W. Connaughton haven't cancelled
their News subscription on account
of my procrastination. This popular
and busy South Fulton family moved to Grand Junction, Michigan in
early November and I intended to
write a story telling how sorry we
were to see them leave and how
much we will miss them.

Install —
. Get our
Bakes Ty
Mon.

I always enjoyed talking with
and arguing with Doc Connaughtes.
We did not always agree on the
same matters, but we sure enjoy.
ed the disagreement. He believes
In having things moving along to-ward progress and cettairdy contributed his time, ability and financing toward the end result.
There warn never a dull moment
at the South Fulton Council meeting when for was a member of the
official family. He was avidly LW
tereeted in building Lust about asp
Mims and the beautiful Cannata.ton subdivision in South Fulton is
an attest to that ailectioe.
coast/M.1y
keeping
He was
abreast of the new techniques in
his profession m a veterinarian. I
shall never forget the time he called us, long years ago, to tell us
that be had delivered a pet of
,
quadruplet calves. We scarcest)
knew Dr. Comaughloo then. We
had come here hum eopleitiqpIed
Washington and I couldn't imagine
why all the excitement for "fottr
calves at a time." I thought they
came in litters like cats and dogs.
Oddly enough the calves belonged to our good friend Howard Milam.
We shall miss the Connaughtona
very much. We hope they will visit is, often. And please do keep "in
touch," won't you?

ISON
DEAL

rams

Woe

tow, Ky.
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mitatien
Winelows

IL Teems

By DOW you know that Wayne
Anderson is one of our very favorite people. Home for the holidays
we had the opportunity for a nice
long visit with him. Long before
we had the pleasure of his emaciation with us at the News, we marvelled at the "traveling Anderson
family."
Last year so many of you commented on Wayne's interesting
articles from "down Mexico way."
This year Wayne and some of his
school friends are going to Central
Mr. and Mrs. Huddleston
America. We've already commissioned him to write about his travthe top commercial jingle
one
of
Miss Nancy Adams„
els. So be on the look-out for them.
Floyd Houston Huddleston,
Wayne is going to be a history singers in New York, and
professor when he stops being what song writer and publisher, were married on December
he laughtingly calls "a professional thirtieth in the chapel of the First Baptist Church in
student." He manages to learn
Tennessee.
and keep all kinds of information Memphis,
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tillman
in his brain, that I call an "attic of
useful information."
Adams of Fulton, Ky. Mr. Huddleston is the son of Mrs.
but
who else
For instance,
Floyd Huddleston of Leland, Miss., and the late Mr.
Wayne would study a bus station
time schedule to report that there Huddleston.
are 14 passengers trains and 28
The Rev. James Richardson, ps.s01
busses that come through Fulton
tor of the First Baptist Church In
dam. 64)ditreY BiThiprd
jack0017
each day.
Leland, officiated. Music waa by Inn, Tenn- was her niter's
L
Leland,
of
Webb
C.
atnandant.
John
organist.
Holloway,
Earl
Mrs.
cousin Of the bridegroom, Was
But Wayne says. they all travel
north and south He volunteers
Given in marriage by her fa- beet man,
that it's impossible, almost, to get Mei% the bride wore a street lengA wedding reception was given
a common carried cut of Fulton th brdal dress of Chantilly lace
by Dr- and Mrs. J. D. Pi080.4
I goes east and west. I'm start. over Pena de soie with a satins
home in Men111
.
6a. Miss Deb'
le.fat such information because I neckline and long sleeves. Her their
orah Piggott, their daughter, as.
don even know the directions to skirt was bell-shaped. A headpiece
north„ east and west, much of ,ann and pearls teld the veil silted in serving.4.fier a wedding trip to the West
less what kind of transportation is of illusion Her only jewelry was
available.
a pair of small pearl earrings. Coast, where the bride will tape
Yea, that Wayne is my boy. and She carried a cascade arrange- appearances for the Lawrence
that goes for his burro, too' Eh, mem of white orchids -and step- Welk s' ow, the couple will live
in the Westerly apartments, 300
Wayne?
hanotis.

IONE
I CO.

1 Taste(

There's lots more to write, but
T. C. Taylor, our Linotype operator, was not able to be at work
Wednesday because of illness. Eph
Dawes came down to help out
and we &ell want to load too much
work on Eph, so until next week,
have fun, won't you.
Mrs. Harry Allison has returned
home after visiting various members of her family. She visited her
sisters and brothers in Danbury,
Connecticut, Hamilton and Bancroft, Canada. and Akron, Ohio, In
California sl:e visited her son, Norman, and his wife, Kasvm, at Fullerton; a brother is Long Beach
and the John Ray Allison family
at Santa Ana. Ens-out.- home, she
stopped in Oklahoma City for a
visit with her niece, Rothe Knighton Jones, and family.

les

"Oh, yes," said the week-end
sailor, "I've been sailing:this liarher for so long that I know just
where every rock is."
Just then, the boat struck a rock
which shook it from stem to stern.
"There," he continued, "that's
one of them now."—Grit

.
P
vs

The customer said he wanted to
say it with flowers that he loved
her. The florist suggested a dome
roses. The suitor said: "Make it
four roses. I am a man of few
words."—BoonvWe (Mo.)

'

Low Carbohydrate Illusion;
Absence Can Cause Real Danger

MISS AMY VANDFABILT
(author of'Amy Vanderbilt's
New Complete Book of Etiquette)
TO: THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
Memorandum on the use of
TB Christmas Seals.
1. DO use Christmas Seals freely. Place
them on the back of the envelopes—
never on the front where only the postage stamp and
address belong.
2. DO use TB Christmas Seals to decorate Christmas packages as well as outer wrappings of packages going through
the mails, but again never in the address area, instead,
always on the back.
3. DO use TB Christmas Seals on the message side of correspondence post cards.
4. DO use TB Christmas Seals to decorate your letter paper
—business and social.
5. DO use TB Christmas Seals to seal your Christmas cards.
This is the way to show that you_care and to encourage
others to care, too.

You'll Say theirs delicious'

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton., Ky.

4-H Club Projects
Bring Top Honors

ent necessary for the digestion qf
fat. If the diet is deficient in carhobydrate, the body attempts to
enmpensate for the lack of energy
by breaking down fats and proteins, the other components of
meals.
The breakdown of fats for energy,
in the absence of carbohydrate in
the diet, leads to the accumulation
in the blood of chemicals called
ketones. This is a sign of a profound alteration of the body chemistry, the ultimate results of which
are unknown. Further, if the body
is forced, by lack of carbohydrate
in the diet, to breakdown proteins
in food for energy, an extra work
load is placed on the kidneys.
A low carbohydrate diet also
causes the body to pour out sodium. This increases the output of
urine and does in fact produce a
temporary weight loss because the
body loses fluid, but the long-range
effects of this shift in the body
chemistry caused by a lack of sodium also remain unknown.
Dr. Rivers stated: "The use of
diets extremely limited ill carbohydrates should be left in the
hands of the practicing physician."
In most cases, overweight is due
to overeating or to lack of physical
activity. It is not a few impulsive
acts of overeating but rather a continued pattern of eating beyond
the body's energy needs. The problem for the overweight, therefore,
is to adjust patterns of living and
food habits to achieve a safe and
permanent weight to... Adequate
amounts of protein, fat and carbohyikate, as well as sufficient supplies of minerals and vitamins
should be eaten every day. CM
down on the quantities if you need
to lose weight. But do not skip essential nutrient'.

A girl who does not need to
shop for fine tailored coats and
dresses is Jeanne Wilkirson, 17,
of Paris.
Her sewing achievements won
her a trip to the recent National
4-H Club Congress in Chicago.
The clothing project sponsor,
Coats & Clark inc., entertained
all state clothing winners at a
dinner on Tuesday, Nov. 30,
during the congress.

ION Marshal

Miss Waits.

This year Miss Willdrson's
tailoring projects were a blue
wool, A-line coat and a matching silk shantung sheath. Last
year she made a red cashmere
wool cost and white wool Ilannel sheath. She values the two
ensembles at about $200. They
cost her $84 to make.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Julian S. Wilkirson,
both former 4-Wers. She helps
younger members with their
sewing.
Leine Marshall, 18, of Covington, won•$25 U.S. savings bond
and certificate of honor in the
new community beautification
program, sponsored by Th•
Sears-Roebuck Foundation.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shaler Marshall, she planted
and eared for decorative and
border flowers' beds, took care
of the shrubbery, mowed the
lawn and kept the two and onehalf acre yard neat and attractive.
These award winners Were
*elected by the Cooperative Extension Service:
,which supervises 4-H programs.

TB Is Not
Licked!
TIMM= OF PEOPLE
610,000 AmeriNI
cans are known to
be under treatment, in need of it
or in need of care,
'
ful .checkups
WO
because of tuberculosis.

West 15th Street, New York City.
The bride attended Murray State
College, where she was a member
of Sigma Alpha Iota, music fraternity for women, and Memphis State
University. She ie an RCA recording star.
i Mr. litickileston attended school
n Leland and was graduated from
Kemper Military Schott in Boonville, Mo. He aitended Louisiana

111110,000 are
known to have ac400
tive tuberculosis.

NEW CAR LICENSE CAMPAIGN FOR. EYES—Gov.

tenor Edward T. Breathitt purchases the first of new license
tags being distributed by Kentucky Lions Club members in
behalf of their Eye Bank campaign, from Drexel Davis,
president of the Frankfort Lions Club. Davis, who h also
elerk of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, said the nevt tap
stet $1,sad as now on sale statewide.

250,000 have
had TB recently
and might relapse.

The bridegroom aerved 2 years
in the Army Air Force in special
services, ae assistant to Glenn Miller end then atteeded the Culversifr of KialialdoPt. wbare be "ceived ha degree.
Mr. Hutilleston has written corn mercials and special material for
many musical eters, and scores
for -several movies. He in in busirims for hamar)! in New York,
publishing, writing and managing.

"This is all very nice," she replied. "but wouldn't it be easier
to just run out of gas"— The
Laughing Glass

SERVICE
REPAIRS
/Wail:Inas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3843

300

n250,000

live
closely with people with newly discovered active
200
disease.
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A college senior who received a
new car for graduation asked his
favorite girl to take a ride in R.
They were traveling at more than
80 miles an hour, and finally the
car refused to take a sharp turn.
The boy and girl landed in a pile of
wreckage, and he reached over to
make sure she was all right, putting his arm around her shoulder.

MEMO FROM:

A doctor's first-grade daughter
ran home with her report and told
her mother, "I didn't get a singh
unsanitary grade."—
Northwestern Miller

The Fulton New, Thursday, January 6, 1966

The
eat-ac.1-drink-all-you-want
low carbohydrate diets are an illusion, the Nutrition Foundation
warns. In fact, the Foundation reports, carbohydrate in the diet is
essential for normal utilization of
body fat under any reducing plan,
and an absence of carbohydrate
can cause profound and menacing
changes in the itemistry of the
body.
In the past year, many have
gone on—or have been tempted to
go on—a diet low in carbohydrate
to lose weight. Low carbohydrate
diets have been circulated under
various names — the Drinking
Man's Diet, the Mayo Clinic Diet,
the Air Force diet, etc-.
The Mayo Clinic and the Air
Force, incidentally, have disclaimed any interest in or sponsorship
of a low carbohydrate diet.
An analysis of the hazards of
the low carbohydrate diet has been
published in Practical Forecast for
Home ECODOMiC3, by Dr. Jerry M.
Rivers and Marjorie M. Devine of
Cornell Univ....ratty.
Low 'carbohydrate diets call for
avoiding desserts, breads, potatoes,
and some fruits and vegetables. Alcohol and beverages which do not
contain sugars are permitted.
Many people in the United States
desire to lose weight. And a person
following a low carbohydrate diet
will lose pounds initially—but this
loss, Dr. Rivers points out, is due
to lose of body water and not due
to the IOU of body fat. It is not the
true weight loss that the overweight should achieve by a permanent change in eeting habits and
In activity. So the low carbohydrate diet is an illusion and perhaps a dangerous one.
Dr. Rivers states that energygiving earbohydratee are a nutri-

But you know how I am when
I'm working. Too busy to work at
the things that need to be worked
at. At Christmastime Mrs. Connaughton came into the, office to
change the address of her subscription and I was frankly ashamed to
say "howdy" ... and "goodbye."

Was roe
F polisher
steer. Ex
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Fulton Insurance Agency

Your Christmas
Seal association,
supported by your 100
Christmas Seal
contribution,
fights TB and
other Respiratory
Diseases.

FOR YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
201 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Semi-Annual Statement

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
214

Main Street
Phone 472-1061
Fulton, Kentucky
December 31,

—ASSETS—
First Mortgage Loans & other
First Liens on Real Estate
Loans on Savings Accounts
Other Loans
Investment & Securities
Office Building & Equipment
Less Depreciation
Cash on Hand & in Banks
Deferred Charges &
Other Assets

1965
—LIABILITIES—

0,524,580.90
4,195.00
116,703.66
672,870.92
1,722 44
123,844.84

Capital

$4,155,351.87

Other Liabilities

20,852.19

Specific Reserves

310,037.00

Accrued Income Tax ...
Surplus

4,288.87
41,072.73
45,339.80

67,693.40
$4,431,610.36

$4,431,610.98

The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
J. E.FALL, JR., Secretary-Treasurer.
Subscrth^i and worn to before me a Notary Public by J. E. Fall Jr., December 31,
H. II.P&URPHY, Notary Public
ls
My commission expires June 111, 1907
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ESTATE PLANNING IMPORTANT
In this day and age, we are all
m busy that many times some of
he really important things in our
ices are overlooked. They are
teglected due to the mere fact
that we permit the somewhat
imaller things that enter our lives
to take priority over the planning
which should have been completed
'mug before.
a Some say, "I have no estate,
.why plan". Every farmer has an
..tate, in fact everyone has an es.
late. For the farmer and his fammay be quite necessary to
ly
make plans to preserve the farm
:o it would be a livelihood for the
:amity, retirement income for parnits, or a legacy for the children
it the owner's death.
This is a big order! Owners of
imall farms must be as careful in
shinning as the larger land ownm.s. The waste of a single asset
.muld cause hardships for the tam.1y later.- In the case of larger es
ales, careful planning is a must
.n order to conserve property. Tax:os are very high and should be

WE II WE YOE CINUIN!
Affik4TOP QUALITY
WINDO.i
MATERIALS
limo IN 141AT.SUP OUT COW

GLASS-0-NET
‘117YR-0•GLASS
.....LeSCREEN•GLASS
migzor7r,OFLEXO-PANE

Danube'Shipping
A.EUDDLESTON CO. At 6 Million Tons
Main Street

Phone 472-3323

HEEI•S Libi Cold,
HOLDS IN HEAT,
Saves up to 40%on fuel
STOP 't°'"E" DRAM

1
11°Ct

WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake

Phone 472-1774

004116

Yee! We Have The
Genuine
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Storm Window Sits

DOLLAR STORE

Pumerubi MANY

1981
Builder's Supply,
1111111111111
e

Lake Street

Inc.
Transparent
Plastic

A
00'

Shatterproof

/

(DRY 'MAKES NUR HOME
900 WINTER ROI,
vs.
DRAFT FRE
24
AVES

40%
ON FUEL
Cut with Shears
and Tack On
Genuine FILACTGLASS Is the only
window material that curies a 2
year guarantee. The name FLEX 0GLASS Is printed tio the edge for
your protection.
mlivivrerenienliorsh.....
everywhere
Aorgeoe

arier ear

"Get up and get going!"
That's the cheering advice many
doctors are now giving patients who
have had a stroke, according to the
Kentoichy Heart 'Association.
A stroke patient's illness may
have weakened or paralyzed one
side of his body. The doctors call
this condition hemiplegia. Only by
exercise and activity can strength
come back to those weakened muscles, sod perhaps some use regained of paralyzed limbs.
But the first simple move—from
bed to chair—now takes careful
planning. Making one set of muscles do the work of two, to compensate for weakness and loss. Calls
for new strategy and tactics.
This is the subject of "Up and
Around," another new booklet for
stroke patients which has been re.

printed by the Heart Association
from the original 12. S. Public
Health Service edition. This booklet, tree for the asking, features
clearly drawn illustrations, with
clear explanations, of basic activities for the stroke patient who Is
anxious to travel the road back to
recovery.
Here are some of the "bow to do
It'' activities it contains: Getting up
in bed: getting back into bed; getling from bed to chair and back
again; dressing and- undressing:
walking with a cane or". crutch;
going up and down stairs; getting
into and out of a car.
An introductory section makes
the following points for the guidance of the stroke patient's larni11:
Activity should be tertaken

ORDER TREE SEEDLINGS NOW
John Franklin, who is the Tennessee Forest Service Representative in this area, was in Obion
County last week. Mr. Franklin
would like to get as many farmers
who plan to set out tree seedlings
this season to order the -trees in
the near future.

only at the direction s,d under the
guidance of the doctor.
The patient should move in the
direction of his strong side.
Allow the patient to work at his
own rate of speed.
Wheelchair brakes must be locked and footrests lifted before the
patient moves into or out of the
chair.
lit giving assistance: give only
as much help as the patient needs
to succeed in the task, do not have
the patient pull on you; stand in
front of the patient to keep him
trom falling. Be firm. and understanding; did not be too demanding; never be cross or impatient.
For your free copy of "Up And
Around." write to: Kentucky Heart
Association, 311 Speed Building,
Louisville, Kentucky 40202.

•
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011113LLIXIMID MT= in tome* Wu. ournuEmus. INC.. 16818041TOFIN. NELKON• COUNTY, KENTUCKY
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your choice
#when you bur
7 gallons
Ashland Vitalized
Gasoline

The pine tree seedlings cost only
$4.00 per thousand and will be delivered to your farm by Mr.
Franklin. Tree seedings will be delivered on the following dates to
Obion County Farmers: January 5
— January 20 — February 2 —
February 16 — March 2 and March
16. When ordering your trees you
can specify that the trees be delivered on any of the above dates.

A.C. Buns & Sons
E. State Line

Phone 472-3751

7414'aa/l/y
WINDOW MATERIALS

\FLIX-0-GLASS
GLASS-0.NET
WYR•0•GLASS
SCREEN.GLASS
FLEX.0-PANE
Fulton Hdwo. & Furn. Co.
24111 Lake $t.

Phone 471-1101

KENTUCKY
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Marriage is the only Sport where
the animal that gets caught has to
buy. the license —Arcola (III.) Record-Herald.

1165 STATE SALES TAX TABLE
II you itemise your deductions, you may
use this table to determine the renerel sales
tax to he entered on Form 1040. page 2, Pert
IV. flowerer. if you can establInh that you
paid a larger amount, you are entitled to
deduct that amount. This table Is based on
The Kentucky State Pies tar of 3 percent,
Sale, tases for autmoobile purrhas,. ark not
Included In the table and they 010)Ild Sn
added to the table amount, If applicable.
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Sol Welnut

"Get Up And Get Going," Advice For
Stroke Victims,Heart Expert Says

HOG FARMERS SMILING

Farmer, with hogs tell me that
since the prices of hogs went to
130.00 last week that the hogs do
not eause any odor problems at all
around their farms. As far as we
can find out, this is the Highest
prices ever received for hogs on
local Markets. Records reveal that
this is an all ti;e
rr
higale for De'6 O'Clock Swill'
cember
be hog mar
In June 1948
hogs
were
above
this
price on some
MELBOURNE — Australians of northerr.
markets.
Victoria State will have bars open
until 10 p. in. in 1966. The former
II you're killing some hogs for
closing hour, 6 p. m., created an your own use we have a good bulexpression for afterworic drinking: letin on "Country Style Pork," that
"the 6 o'clock swill."
we'll be glad to send you if you
will call us at 88.5-3742.

teeints#S
FLOOOPG- “•••*:

Limestone For

VIENNA — Shipping on the major European waterway, the Danube, reached 6 million tons, carried
by 9,000 ships, in 1964, a 2 per
cent rise from 1963, the latest
figures show.
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OBION COUNTY

given serious consideration in the
Joe Martha, Octants, Agent
overall plan.
Union City, T132222.
Farming Must
How can plantains conserve
property? Well, proper planning
DMA ASSOCIATION
can assure caah when it is most '
Be Changed
needed such as, at the death of the
Mac Burrow of near South
farm owner. Ample cash at this
A revised regulation governing
time can often forestall selling Fulton was re-elected President of standards for agricultural limePoverty at a sacrifice to raise the the Obion-Weakley County Dairy stone will become effective Janunecessary money for current ex- Herd Improvement Association. ary 1, according to Commissioner
During
the meeting
penses. Proper planning can also reoenIty.
of Agriculture Wendell P. Butler.
result in tax saving and reducing awards were presented to Mr.
Adopted by the State Board of
probate costs. For example: mere- Burrow and to Mr. W. N. Hamly stating in a will that the Execu- mond for outstanding production Agriculture earlier this year, the
records
for
their
Dairy
Herds
durregulation
will require that limetor shall serve without bond can
stone be ground finer, so that not
result in a saving of several hun- ing 1965.
W.
N.
Hammond
was
one
of
lea*
than
80 per cent will pass
dred dollars for a single estate.
Dairy Farmers in Tennessee out through a 10-mesh sieve and 40
The simple proceedure of naming
per
an individual beneficiary of life of 436 Dairy herds on DHIA to re- cent through • immesh sieve. The
magnesium
insurance instead of the estate can ceive a Blue Award Plaque for his calcium
carbonate
result in a reduction of inheritance herd averaging 511 lbs. butterfat must still be equivalent to not less
taxes in most cases. There is no per cow and his cows averaging than 80 per cent calcium carbonate.
doubt about it, the time spent con- 14,030 lbs. of milk per cow during
Under the old regulation, at least
sulting your lawyer, We insurance the year. Mr. Hammond sold 90
per cent of the limestone was
specialists, or just sitting down in 378,810 lbs milk during the year,
required to Pam through a 10from
27
cows.
Dairying
has
changdeep thought in pistoling, will pay
mesh sieve, with no specificanons
big dividends. Many dollars can be ed a lot since I milked Jersey cows given
for a second screening.
saved through such a move,_ but on our home farm, and wouldn't
you
dread
having
to
milk
378,810
perhaps even more important is
Butler said his department has
the fact that it will help a farmer's lbs of milk by hand.
established • new laboratory at
Mr. Burrow received an Second Street and
dream come true.
Capitol Ave., in
The prime concern of most busi- award for hi, herd averaging 444 Frankfort to test limestone fine.
nessmen is "What would happen to lbs. fat and 10,170 lbs. of milk. We neas. It will be operated by the dimy family"? This is as it should are also proud that the local DHIA vision of weights and measures
be. for in the Bible: 1-Timothy Sin Association averaged 389 lbs. fat which will enforce the regulation.
Chapter and 8th verse .. . 'But if and 9,590 lbs milk which is higher In the past, commercial limestone
anyone does not make provision than the average of all herds on samples have been tested by
the
kr his relations, and especially for DHIA in Tennessee.
Department of Highways as a sermembers of his own household, he
vice for the Agriculture DepartNEW FESCUE VARIETY
has denied the faith and is worse
ment.
than an abeliever'.
All farmers who like Fescue
The regulation change was sponIt is a particular problem to the Grass can smile a little more now.
sored by the University of Kenfarmer in making plans because in Kenwell is a new variety of Fescue
tucky, Kr .lucky
Pla..t Foods
most cases the farming wheels that is an improvement over KenCouncil, the Department of Agriwill slow considerably or even stop tucky 31. The Kenwell variety is
culture and limestone industry
at the death of the owner. Perhaps characterized by improved palataleaders, Sutler stated.
the family bank account would be bility for livestock and is more
The commissioner said all of
sufficient to cover taxes and debts, tolerant to leaf disease.
but what can the widow do for a
In one Kentucky test in which these groups believed that a finerpermanent arrangement? Could fescues were grazed repeatedly ground limestone would be a better
she possibly operate the farm? Can showed that cattle consumed 41 WI nutrient as it would be more
she find a capable hired manager? percent More dry matter of Ken- readily absorbed by the land.
Should she rent the farm land? well than of Kentucky 31 when aniWould selling be the answer? A mals were given free choice of Remember Clue -c-a
In Viet Nem
well planned estate should help in both. In pasture overseeded with
providisk for this economic securi- legumes, cattle appeared to graze
ty.
Kenwell and the legumes equally
What have you done about your well, while on Kentucky 31 and leestate planning? Is it up to date gumes, the legumes were grazed
with the changing times? Now is in preference to the grass
the time to plan for your familiee
W. F. Fowler
and his son
future!
Bill have several mires of the new
Kenwell variety seeded for seed
production sear Woodland Mills.

Here's another outstanding bonus offer from your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer.
Each time you purchase seven gallons of Ashland
Vitalized Gasoline you get your choice of a stylish,
light blue mug or bowl ... FREE! The mugs are
ideal for coffee, tea, hot chocolate or milk. The
bowls are just the thing for soup, cereal, ice cream
or dessert. You'll want to collect a complete set.
This offer is limited so hurry to your Ashland Oil
Dealer displaying the "FREE MUG OR BOWL"sign.
He's waiting to serve you.

Offer expires February 28, 1966

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

k
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- Kentucky Farm Bureau
Receive1 Top Honors
The Kentucky Farm Bureau Fed- national talent contest for young
eration has received three top people at the convention. She is a
' popular vocalist and sang selecawards at the 47th annual conven,
lion of the American Farm Bureau tions from "South Pacific" at the
Federation held in Chicago
national meeting.
Kentucky was honored for outKentucky Farm Bureau's represtanding achievement in the fields sentative in OW young people's disof information,' youpg- people's ac• cussion meet contest was Paul
The Hightower of Bowling Green. Hightivities and meMbership.
inembership recognition was for tower is a student at Western State
exceeding the national organiza- College and a part-time employee
tion's 1965 quota. The natiooal of Television Station WLTV, Bowlquota was 75,346. Kentucky Farm ing Green.
Bureau's membership numbered
American Farm Bureau Presi79,919.
dent Charles B. Shuman, in his anApproximately 70 Kentuckians nual address to the convention,
are in Chicago for the convention. called for a new dinecUon in
The state is represented by a full America's "bed for pate" proPet a( voting delegates, Mach in- grayn with foreign aid needs purcludes President Louis F. Lon, chased by the tr S. on the domesMercer County; First Vice Presi- tic market at the going market
dent Lucian Isbell, Fulton County, Price.
Second Vice President J. Robert
The farm leader also called for
Wade, Simpson County;
Jack strong action by Congress to balWelch, Owen County; Barnes Phil- ance the national budget and
lips, Taylor County, and Jewell charged all voters with the respon- Cherie C. Genes (center, here row), has lathed the Southern States Cooperative's Regional Office staff
Graham, Logan County.
sibility of stopping irretponsible at Madisonville, Ky., In • 110W position as the certified Plant food equipment eervkleman for this area. This
Miss Kaye Moore, 17, Spring- fiscal and monetary policies of the
Is• new pest that has been created by Southern Stales at sight of its le Regional Ofnoes In We fiVe-stal•
field, represented Kentucky in the government.
eperelling torritery. The servicemen will service all fertiliz., equipment being used by the cooperative's
retail outlets. Prier to his new assignment, Gene. had boon an •mpiore• of Southern States Henderson
CeeperatIve, Henderson, Kentucky, fee 14 yeses. itts en ahem, but not Identified, are the other MOW my.

Laterality For West Kentucky Entierseik
USDA Offers MIMI IN Plaid* Funds

Representative Frank A. Stubblefield in a letter Mondry to the
Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture gave his endorsement and full
support for a proposed animal
diagnostic laboratory to famish
testing services for all types of
livestock, including poultry, cattle,
horses, and bogs, to be located in
Western Kentucky.
Funds for sect a laboratory
were included be a recent bond
issue and approximately $100,000
in equipment and personnel is
available from the U S Department of Agriculture.
Congressman Stubblefield stated
that "such a facility is vitally
needed her the future development
of Kentucky's agriculture program." H. pointed out that
"ieiebboring stales have met this
need and if we are to compete in
the Nation'e Livestock production,
we must have-asi effective program
to control limas& diseases."
Stubblefield said, "the logical place
to locate such • laboratory is in
Western Kentucky, painting oat
that agricultural statiatice show
the 35 Weseern Kentucky counties
have the greatest agricultural productson potential." A comparison
of the 35 Western Kentucky counties with the remaining 85 Kentucky counties reveals the following facts:

ilashiin Kentucky,

•$••••••..

IS counelos

01,462,716 be.
Corn
.
Grain Sorghum
277,0119 bu.
Wheat
3,911,1U bu
Barley
3108i Int
Oats
Mine bu
Peewit
5,189,419 acres
Cattle
1,7111,167 bead
Hogs
................
Lawn heed
sheep
MSS hoed
Comeressme asesissed Md.
"It is only Wine that Wank
are located eine people st• Mid
the same line of reasomil wald
dictate that am aithlthl dhow&
laboratory should be laming In an
area producing the most livestock."

•

Feed Gram Program
For 1966 Unchanged

Parts For All Electric
Shaven At:

FULTON BANK

•

Fulton, Kentucky

at the Close of Business, Friday, December

RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks
United States Government Securities
Municipal Bonds
Loans and Discounts
Bank Premises and Parking Lot
Furniture and Fixtures
Other Assets
TOTAL RESOURCES
LIABIIITIES
Capital Stock
Surplus
t
Undivided Profits
_
Deposits
Officer's Checks
Dividend Declared, Not Yet Payable
TOTAL LIABIL1TLb

31, 1965
$

742,903.46
1,968,162 52
369,369.20
2,086,026.45
35,413.84
9,966.26
25,391.78

$ 5,237,233.51,
100,000.00
100,000.00
---__
* 152,291.84
4,845,520.95
34,420.72
5,000.00
$

$ 5,237,233.51

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00

Low Income Farmers
To Get Added Help
Secretary of Agriculture Orville
L. Freeman has announced that the
Agricultural Conservation
1966
l'rogram will stress assistance to
low-income farmers, specialtheaupractices,
tification-conservation
and conservation practices that
help shift land from row and small
grain crops to less intensive uses.

much as 50 percent of the cost o
the practice. The local ASC cotuit>
-me'
committee will determine fat
eligibility, depending on local far
tors and within national guidelines
Committees are authorized to ap
prove practice cost-sharing of In
to 80 percent of the cost for low
income farmers. Many of thee
have done little or no conservatlot
work in the past. To be eligible fie
the higher rate of cost-sharing, flu
applicant must be largely depend
cot on the farm for his livelihood
the farm family's total incom.
must not exceed $3,000, and UN
county committee must find thr
the particular conservation measures approved for the higher rate
would not be carried out wither
the higher rate.

"The Agricultural Conservation
Program for 1966 marks the thirtyfirst year of a unique cooperation
between farmers and government",
the Secretary said. 'The program
continues to reflect current needs
and conditions through annual adjustments in its provisions, without changing its basic purpose-the encouragement of conservation
on privately owned farms and
ranches. ACP serves as a conservation stimulus, contributing not
The 1966 ACP also authorise
only to improvement of natural conservation measures which have
physical resources, but also to a
beautification benefits,
substantial
better economic and recreational
and stresses practices that will re
outlook in both rural and urban suit in reducing excess crop prod
areas.
uction. This continues and strength
-ac
"The changes In program ism ens the policy of discouraging pt
phasis this year are consistent with tires that might materially dime
policy
the
late the productio nof crops in SW
and will help Implement
of promoting beautification and im- OM supply.
proved economic conditions, adoptFarmers interested in learnt/1i
ed generally by the USDA and gov3 Imitate Versailles
how ACP might help them accom
ernment as a whole."
phsh conservation objective' are
VERSAILLES, France — At
The A.9C State Committee is in
least three other major European the process of reviewing the pro- encouraged to call at the ASC.
museums were modeled on Louis gram to adjust it in line with local County Office.
XlIrs magnificent palace at Ver- conservation problems and the
sailles/They include the Nymphen- current agricultural situation,
burg in Munich, the Schoenbrunn
Normally, under Ad)?, the maxin Vienna and Winter Palace in
imum Federal cost-share for each
Leningrad.
practice is the rate necessary, 1117 Oramor•I•1
Irbm• ill 1
along with a required substantial
contribution by the lamer or - Angstroms Wald ILITa••••
Little Does A Lot
.
rancher, to obtain the needed per—rhea sal TS..
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — Floyd Lit- formance; usually this does not
—Arno Osiv•Iv 1
tle, 195-pound junior football play- exceed 50 percent of the cost. Un;
—theolobirias. Males'•
er from New Haven, Conn., doss der the 1988 program, however, a
I
a few things for the Syracuse team. higher rate may be approved In
Aaiun*
Little is the Orange team's situations where the income prosinning ball carrier, leading pass pects for the farmer or rancher
HAZELWOOD '4
catcher and leading punt return are clearly such that be reasonably JANES
Men.
could not be expected to bear as

For individual grains, the_ 1966
'The feed grain program for 1906
will be essentially unchanged in program rates, compared with the
form, but payment rates will be 1965 rates, are as follows:
Corn (per bu.) - Loan Rate 1966
adjusted to encourage broader participation by farmers, the U. S. $1.06, 1965 $1.05; Support payment
Inc, 11I6 30c; Total Support
1906
anhas
Agriculture
of
Department
nounced. Changes in the program UM 1120, MN $125.
(per bu.) • Loan Rate
Barley
are either those required by law
or those which reflect legislative lea 80c, 19811 80c; Support Payment
history established this year when Nth 20e, 1965 lec; Total Support
1106 $1.00, 1965 96e;
the new program was enacted.
Grain Sorghum (pm cwt.) - Loan
Coalmine objectives of the proSupport
gram are to strengtheo income of Rate 1986 $11:2, 1965 $1.65;
11111 Sk, 1965 55e; Total
Payment
146
,
••••
particularly
producers,
make full use of the program, and Support 1988 $2.05, 1965 $2.00.
ellthort 1966 lied $2.05 12.00
to keep production in balasee with
consumption, while maintsiniag Boosting the price support payand lowering the loan rates
ments
adequate reserves. Underlying the
program
whole effort is the need In had will result In channeling
benefits Mire directly to those
down Government costs.
participation
their
who
by
farmers
Pram The SIN "Hodes Herald"
The slipup for the 1966 feed grain
share the responsibility of stabiprogram will be held early next
Susan Burrow, who has long year. The program will follow the lizing agrieultural conditions and
supplies. The lower loans also will
been • hard-working, award-winFarmers
pattern of recent man.
further encourage the growing exning 4-H member, finally achieved
will be asked to divert a minimum
her goal November 29, 1965. She 33 percent of the fetid grain bass port market for U. S. feed grains.
Diversion payment rates—on all
was named Outstanding 4-H Girl
acreage to conserving uses. Those
acreage diverted beyond the miniat the Awards Banquet sponsored
who participate will receive inmum 20 percent of the farm's base
by the Honor Club.
come-maintaining payments, and
The inspiring evening began they will be eligible for price sup- acreage, up to a maximum of 50
percent—will be figured on one-half
COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURE with an invocation by John F. port loans.
of the total county price support
PRODUCTION POTENTIALS 1176: Williams from Obion. A delicious
Changes in payment provisions
rate (loan plus the payment) multimeal of chicken, string beans, include:
Weston% Kentucky, 35 menthe
plied by the farm's projected yield.
Xiean COM, pea r salad fudge
• Yields for determining paySpecial small-farm benefits wiCorn
82,450,483 M. brownies, rolls, and tea was sere- ments will be projected at higher
der the 1966 feed grain program
trends
1,246,208 bu. ed.
current
Grain Sorghum ...
levels to reflect
that a small-farm producer
provide
4,464,308 bu.
Wheat
Harold Jenkins, an honorary rather than historic yields as has
with a feed grain base of 25 acres
Berle,' -----------------1,316,631 Mi. Honor Club Member, was again been the practice. For example,
acre1,213,759 bu. the master of ceremonies. A wet- in Tennessee 1906 corn yields aver- or less may divert all of Ma
Oats
4.277,720 acres come frorn 0. C. H. S's principle, age 52.3 bushels per acre compared age and receive diversion payPasture
meats on all of it. On the first
1,865,130 head Mr. James McKee and responses 10424 bushels in 1965.
Cattle
2,.368 head from sponsors and leaders preced- 'No diversion payment will be 20-percent diversion, these farmers
Dna
nt tayt
eo
.
a ymc
for aof ptbe
o ptreene
f lizgible
tbeoe
will ,
exdiversions,
Sheep
302,350 head ed the awards presentation.
made for minimum
Many 4-H young people from all cept for small-base-acreage farms support rate applied to the divertpayments
kw,
or
,
sere
(25
but
over Ohio's County who had turned acres on the basis of projected
ed in record hooks received for additional diversion will be yields. On additional diversion, the
medals, ribbins, and cash awards. higher than in 1965.
rate will be at 50 percent of the
be
will
payments
support
Price
•
Special recognition went to adult
county support rate. Small-farm
leaders, parents, friends of 4-H, higher than in 1965, but will be Producers who
divert lea than the
farmer's
and Outstanding Farm Boy. The limited to 50 percent of a
maximum will be eligible for aBoy base acreage,
Junior 4-H
Outstanding
on the entire
payment
version
• The loan rate (for corn and
Award went to Greg Phelps, and
ANDREWS
acreage diverted and price support
the I Dare You Award was pre- grain sorghum) will be lowered, Payments and loans. Higher rates
Jewelry Company
sented to another hard-working but total payments at maximum
and yields used in the 1966 program
participation will be higher.
4-H'er, Gene Cannon.
will provide these farmers, particularly those who divert the maximum acreage, a higher payment
than under last year's program.
Condensed Statement of Condition
The 1966 feed grain program also
provides for substitution of wheat
and feed grain acreage and for
production or wheat on oat-rye

Susan Burrow
Is Outstanding
4--H Girl

The Fulton News, Thursday, January 6, 1966

atiMal average loan rates will
9es
baN
be 60 cents per bushel for 1966crop oats and $1.02 per bushel for
rye, both unchanged from 1985 support prices. As in the past, these
grains are not included in the feed
grain program and all production
is eligible for loan.
Guernsey Cows Produce
High Records
Two registered Guernsey cows In
the herd of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Barnette and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Ilimon, Fulton, Kentucky have recompleted top official
cently
DHIR actual production records,
according to The American Guernsey Cattle Club. All cows were
milked 2 times a day. The testing
was supervised by University of
Kentucky.
Guernsey milk is world famous
for it's high protein, delicious
flavor and Golden Yellow color.
Willow Wildes V Roella, a Jr. 3
year old, produced 12,410 pound-s
of milk Jlind 586 pounds of fat, in
582 days.
Willow Wildes V Babe, a Jr. 3
year old, produced 11,370 pounds of
milk and 510 pounds of fat, in 284
days
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The Directors, Officers and Employees of the
City NationalBank take this opportunity to say •
"THANK YOU"
to our many customers who have made this
statement possible.
f ••••

Condensed Statement Of The Condition

Of

The City National Bank
FULTON. KENTUCKY
At the Close of Business, December 31, 1965
RESOURCES
$ 1,311,601.03
1,621,07L88

Cash and Due From Banks
U. S. Government Bonds

437,259.07

Municipal Bonds & Securities

2,662,153.87

Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts

1,089.05

Stock in Federal Reserve Bank
Banking House, Furniture & Fixtures & Parking Lot

7,500.00
102,643.36
589.72

Other Assets
TOTAL

$ 6,143,907.98

LIABILITIES
$

Capital Stock
Surplus ____
Undivided Profit

120,000.00
130,000.00
223,967.26

Unearned Interest

61,524.47

Reserves

81,374.12
7,200.00

Semi-Annual Divident No. 127

3,600.00

Extra Dividend

5,516,242.13

DEPOSITS
TOTAL

$ 6,143,907.98

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
MEMBER F. D.L C.

as

I.
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KU Reveals Retirement
Of Two Top Officials
Floyd I. Fairman, chairman of
the board of Kentucky Utilities
Company, and E. Earl Clark,
treasurer, will retire from K. U.
at the end of 1965 after company
careers which spanned much of the
history of the company.
Mr. Darman, who will continue
as a member of the board of directors, served as president from
1957 to 1964 when he was elected
board chairman. He started with
K. U. in 1926 in engineering and
sales work in the Western Division
and held various sales and commercial positions before he was
named director of -customer serAce and advertising in 1912.. He
became a vice president in 1952.
He is an electrical engineering
graduate of the University of Wisconsin and a Marine Corps veteran
A World War I.
Long active in civic and developL pAA
ment activities on the state and losal levels, he is president of the
tional Council. He is a recipient of
Lexington Industrial Foundation,
the Silver Antelope, highest Scoutchairman of the board of Spindleing hence.
'op Research, Inc., a former presiMr. Fairman is a director of the
Lent of the Lexington Optimist
Life
Insurance
2Iub and district governor of Opti- Commonwealth
mist International, and has been a Company and the First Security
eader in the United Community National Bank and Trust Company,
Fund. In 1954 he was selected as Lexington.
Mr. Clark entered the utility
'
he most outstanding citizen of
Lexington by the Lexington Opt'. business at Jeffersonville, Indiana,
in
1920
when
the
company
there
mist Club.
Mr. Fairman has served as was under the same management
:hal:man of the Kentucky Clamm- as K. U.
ier of Commerce area developWith K. U. since 1924. Mr. Clark
ment committee and a director of held a number of accounting and
he state and local chambers. He treasury department positions with
las been a leader in industrial de- K. U. in Louisville and since 1933,
velopment in Lexington and Ken- when the General Office moved,
in Lexington, He has been treasur
ucky.
He is past president of the Pub- Cr since 1957. He attended Purdue
ic Utilities Advertising Association University. He is a World War 1
sod has beep a director in several veteran and
member of the
sational organizations in the elec- American Legion and Elks.
:ric
Mr. Clark is past master of the
_Active in Boy Scout work, he has Jeffersonville Masonic Lodge, past
num
of local, state and region- commander and recorder of Webb
tpoeftuins in the Scout organiza- tammancles-y, Knights Templar, a
and was a member of the Nif=rnensber of Oleika Temple Shrine.

(Continued Pram Pape Ono)
ment IP which he plans to major
after transfer to a professional college at the beginning of the junior
year.
Because the new program requires virtually the same general
studies curriculum for all, it will
allow students to change their m•-

Picketing is being continued at move ahead with the issuance of
he incompleted Brown Shoe Co. a $425,000 revenue bond issue.
actory in Clinton by the West
The bond i=sue is earmarked to
sentucky Building Trades Council. pay for the construction of the
An_pfficial of the council in Pa- factory.
lucah said the reason for the pick.
Both interviewing and training of
'hug is that non-union contractors workers and the bond issuance
lave been hired to build the fac- were delayed by the return of the
ory. The building site is at the _pickets to the job, it has been reouth city limits of Clinton.
ported.
Two pickets are carrying signs
Austin said last week the bond
:rising the work at the site is non- issue matter has been clarified in
illion. No individual union is pick. relation to the recent Federal Re,ting the job. The pickets represent serve Board loan discount rate increase. But he said it would be
he council.
Work at the site has been delay. unwise for the city to sell the bonds
ld by the picketing and last week unless construction continues.
:Linton Mayor Kaylor E. Austin
The unionization of the factory
workers is not at issue according
;aid the delay is "dangerous."
Austin said as far as he could to a report of Austin's recent stateearn much of the remaining con- merits or statements made by the
itruction work has been contracted union official today.
Union work on the construction
contractors employing union per.
of the factory is the issue, the
warm&
Several hundred union members union man emphasized.
ippeared at the site during the
Austin has requested the pickets
;ummer. They were restrained to leave the job site so that work
rom picketing the site by Circuit can continue.
A public subscription raised
fudge Wood Tipton when he had
iefore him a request for limitations $100,000 of the amount needed to
in pickets from Carson Construe- pay for the factory project. Of
that sum. 70 Hickman couritians
ion Co.
Construction of the building was gave $1,000 each, according to a
're-sued while the case was under published report.
.onsideration. Judge Tipton ruled
he pickets could return, but under RETAILERS TO MEETI
limitation that the protest be
A meeting of the general Them.
'united to an orderly demonstrabershap of the Retail Merchants
ion.
In November, prior to the return Bureau will be held Thursday
if the pickets to the job site, the Afternoon, JaJmiary 6th, at 2:30 p.
hoe firm announced training of m. at the Chamber of Commerce
Sersonnel to work in the plant Building everal matters of importance will be discussed.
would begin prior to Christmas.
At the. time of the announcement
-is, the shoe firm officials, a reVisit Local Stores First
best was Made to the city to

$49ut.$1 !Pr.

RIB
ROAST
KING
Of THE ROASTS
t
9
1st 8
RIBS
7" CUT

lb.
1st 3 RIBS 994

Arm Cut,..554English Cut„59c
49t GROUND Ham5
Bologna
9t _
BEEF Sbrim
Fryers.
2
Li
Perch (".390 5
Bananas Ewell Potatoes
Tangerines
Kale
SUPER RIGHT BRAUNSCHWEIGER OR(
By The
(SLICED
Piece
sCitoota
19e)
Lb .

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
Cut-Up Or

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
SUPER RloHT FUMY'

SFJA)-BONELESS
(Whole Or Half No
Slic.ts Removed/
Lb.89C

CAP'N JOHN

Quartered

vers

-

COCKTAIL3 4;:ts.1194

i

Lialf NIL!
.Sold 1'. Deoleos
Labs.
U.S.D.A. FROZEN CHICKEN

3-111.PKG. OR MORE
GLeol:t :iiii.e) mot

(Lb 39*)

1. S)z• A
Save 20c

AlliP CoffeSPE2A1,-/al-Ac
Roast Be
Beef
Cake Mixes
Red Salmon
A&P Tuna

P PINEAPPLE
4 1-at.
4-0x.
APEFRUIT
Cans
A4 P
1-0t.
GRADE A
14-0x.
Cons
ANN PAGE TOMATO
14-01.
Bets.
4 20431. Beta. 974

SUPER RIGtHiT
.
-0
.
1.4C
2.0.1.2C
5
7

I

eci:pV
tALVIFood41?
- .....974

CHEDDAR

1-Lb.

WHITE SOLID PACK

Lb.

PLANTATION

SOUP AND CRACKER SALEI

T
C
Aristocrat Crackers

HEINZ OR ANSI PAGE

omato

E..45';

MEATLESS VARIETIES

BORAX

Soup

6 It?... 794 A
194 Babka Coffee Cake 'A'm
ngel

4 PAK SALTINES

Box

Feb

Ajax

254
32c CLEANSER
77c 2 33c
1-Lb.
5-0r.
Can

14-0:.
Cans

Ajax
Bottle

69

,.

2Pkg.
Roll

Of 400

FACIAL
TISSUE

35C
63t

Bleach
MOE Bottle

Ic

1-Plii":
"
61:1.

694 Vol Soap Powder 1°7-334
594 Sandwich Baggies...Z.294
ygc Ajax Detergent
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE
THRU SAT., JAN. 8th.
11-0.. Sett •
7.0s. Ben/.

LAUNTrio.us

3-11. 2-0a. BR.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

1FC)c)(1 Stores
t•itlei3311l1
NEM

n•

mso
894 4 P'gs. 89t """) 67
Puff

12-0x.
Bottle

1-Pt. 12-0x.
Bottle

SHORTENING

4

MM.

Action

LIQUID DETERGENT

98t

40-01.

Starkist Tunird:484
3 .c.!„ 894
Crisco
Reynolds Wili074514
Clorox Bleach ‘423 _
BATHROOM TISSUE

394
794

(Uwe 104)

Vel

LIQUID DETERGENT

Palmolive Soarg.2 e•-• 314 Soaky Liquid
Palmolive Soap 'LEA 4 434 Florient "ODORANT
Ajax Cleanser= .e.:934 Ad Detergent

•White Cloud

Ring JANE PARK"

tee

Ox.

3-Lb.

Food

1-Lb. Bea

DETERGENT
1.Lh
i;01.0x.

JANE PARKER
(Sere 104

10K 0,Con 1(h

Soup

ampbells

294

176 SIZE

Zipper Skis
DOZ.

.,
Fruit DrIIIIKO" 3 990
4n Tomato Juite
79C
Ketcnup
4 69c
c. 89t sharp CheeseW7SC;v:14)) 59c
37cat85c
gird Seed.4%)25t1"
APPLE PIE

rciaave144 2TLIbn.
CJInstarri Save 10t 6-0x. Jor 69113'

SUNNY BROOK

19(

FRESH TENDER

10-0Z.
BAG

- n lb bag Thc

ANN PAGE

FROZEN OCEAN FILLETS

Lb. $1 89
Sian

U. S. NO.

A & Pt LOW PRICE
%.

lb.' 104

50 PROOF

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 93 Proof a too Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

lb.

gs:

Yellowstone
outsells
every other
Bourbon
in Kentucky.
(145
of them)

complex university, the UK plan I quote for about 80 per cent of the
proposes the development in Len - I freshman courses and about 60 per
Ingle° of one or more residential, cent of the sophomore wort would
colic:, for freshmen and sopho- be included In the complex.
mores.
The college would have its own
As presently envIsi,necl, eachl dining and recreation facilities.
residential college would provide! Dormitory rooms would be grouped
living accommodations for about so that about 40 students could
1,500 students in six dormitories of share a 00111M013 lounge and con250 beds each. Classroom, lecture ference rooms for discussion
rooms and library facilities ad,- group..

CENTER
CUT
BLADE

f

Clinton's New Industry
Having Labor Problems

}or with little difficulty at any time level; by continuing to award
during the freshman or sophomore teaching Improvement fellowships
years
to faculty members; and by esIn addition to providing a liberal tablishment of an Instructional Reeducation base for all graduates, sources Center that will keep prothe plan oommita the University tensors abreast of the latest deto a continuing effort to improve velopments in teaching aids and
instruction by involving Ma ablest techniques.
and most experienced faculty In
To help overcome the "lost" feelclassroom teaching, at the under- ing which many towel: division
graduate as well se the graduate students encounter in a large and

SUNSHINE ni

3-Lb.7-0x. Pkg.

C

................e

wiscott,

Folgers Coffee
1-(711°Tff)
I.

•

Scott Towels

744 juRnmeo
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Of interest to Homemakers'

•
JAUNTY—Bold stripes
brighten the scene for National Sweater Week. In
comfortable cotton knit, the
pullover has an open sport
collar and side slits. By Beeline. it comes with matching
slim pants

damage to the Pontiac. The
impact left the Falcon on the
highway sideways, the 'officer
said. Mr. Carver got out of
his car and, moments later,
Pontiac appeared
the Hart
and slammed into the right side
of the Falcon, seconds after
Mr. Carver and leaped out of
danger..
Both the Hart Pontiac and the
Falcon were damaged beyond
repair, the officer said.
The accident, which occurred about seven miles north of
Union City, happened about 15
minutes after a one-car accident at 2:30 a.m., about One
mile further north.
Trooper Kilpatrick said a
1953 Chevrolet, driven by
Abbott, 21, Negro of Route 1,
Union City, was moving south
on the highway and ran out of
control after hitting a puddle
of water. The car left the highway on the left side and flipped
over on its right side. It was
damaged beyond repair, the
trooper said, but the driver escaped without injury.

Autos Pile UP
On Highway 51
•

High style has corns
to dolls in Italy now,
since
couturier
Emilio I
Schuberth, who dress's.,
many of Itely's weafthieTt
women, has turned his
talents to doing 60 designs for a dress-it-yourself doll In his salon at
Rome, Schuberth and top
model Paris Carrer tsrCoy some of his dei
handiwork

GLOWING—Cotton velveteen-in a rich shade of blue
shapes this princess style
with three-quarter sleeves.
Covered buttons mark the
center front, and oyster
white collar and cuffs provide contrast._By Cinderella.

Happy Day Laundry

Three cars were involved
In • chain smashup on the
Union City - Fulton highway
early Saturday morning, State
Trooper Tom Kilpatrick reported today.
Damage to the
vehicles
was heavy but all persons involved escaped Injury, the officer said.
The automobiles were a
1959 Pontiac,driven by William
Neely, 22, Negro of Rockford,
Ill.; • 1965 Falcon, driven
by Billy W. Carver, 23, of
Route
2, Troy, and a 1958
Pontiac, driven by Thaddeus
Hart, 18, Negro of Mayfield,
Ky.
Trooper Kilpatrick said all
three of the cars were traveling south on the highway when
the Falcon hit the rear of the
Neely Pontiac, causing minor

.
0aege
.
asmamtegma
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YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
Steiner is Promoted

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR NEW

Doctor
in the Kitchen

20 LB. NORGE WASHERS?
Now in use at the West State Iline Laundrette. For 3
3
a cleaner, brighter wash,corn
d use these new lk
washers. You will be pleased with the results!

— SPECIAL —
At our Martin Highway Location vre are

Consultent. Nations Dairy Council

WHAT FOODS ARE FATTENING???

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

featuring a special

5
3

8 Lb. LOAD of

3
3
3

IDSY CLEANING for

by W. W Baum, N.D.

If someone were to aak the
doctor in the kitchen what foods
are fattening, he would have to
give her a very peculiar answer.
At least It might seem peculiar,
at first glance.
He would tell the lady that
all., foods are fattening, and no
foods are fattening, and she
would peobably think that he was
trying to be funny And this business of fattening is anything but
fsuuty!
It is common In everyday conversation to hear
"I never touch butter — it's

2:(just love chocolate, but It's

se fattening!"

"Sugar in your coffee? M7
den, how do ynu dare — It's SO
fattening"
eat rice Mstead of potato,
not nearly sh fattening, you
know."
"Do you realize that one martini is as fattening as a boiled
egg?"
Well, doctor in the kitchen,
answer those, with your double
talk about all foods and no foods
fattening — I never heard of
such • thingl
DI realise
rti agent it is • little puzzling.
And pot If is true. All foods are
fattaidat& If you eat enough of
thaw And none are, if you limit
your Waits It's just as simple

PARIS, Tenn., Jan. 2.
Roger H. Steiner, a
state wildlife official, started
the new year right Saturday.
He got a promotion. Steiner,
28-year-old assistant manager
of the Tennessee National
Wildlife Refuge here, was
named manager-in-charge of
the MacKay Island National
Wildlife refuge on the Virginia-

'North Carolina coast.

To browse or shop in the unique and
friendly atmosphere of our gift shop.

LV77.*
Find gifts, a full line of antiques, and a household
decorator item you will always cherish.

DIME MITE
US MLR

snorrigue.

Mee

GIPT, ANTIQUE & 140111
PRONE 411-2341

Putimittfigis sgioP

5011111 FULTON TRIM

aa
With elegance and economy by choosing from the variety of selection on WADE'S spacious
display floors. Satisfy all your furniture needs at WADE FURNITURE.

-

Wed.Thru. Sat. — Jan. S. 6,7 and 8

4
•

DECORATOR ITEMS
MIRRORS
PLAQUES
CLOCKS
PICTURES
LAMPS

RUGS
Everything - from colorful
SCATTER RUGS as low as _ _ _ 99c
to installed wall-to-wall
CARPETING at $6.95 sq. yd.

ASH TRAYS

as tug.

What it comes down to is
that the diet as • whale is what
Is fattening, or slimming, or
maintaining, according to the
amount of food taken in the
total diet and the amount of
energy you expend.
Neither extreme Is to be recommended. Each good food has
Ito contribution to make. It is
folly to omit basic foods like
meat, eggs, fish, cheese, butter,
milk, cream, poultry, whole
grains or enriched cereals, vegetables and fruits from your diet,
or cut them too low for good
nutrition.

NOW IN FULL SWING!

Billy The Kid

Boys Sweaters
/
1
2 OFF

Denim Blue Jeans
Reg. $2.98

only $1.98

i

TEEN & GIRLS I

SLACKS
or Slim Jim Sets In
Corduroy or Wool

1/3 OFF
Boys T-Shirts

Toddlers, Girls, Teens

DRESSES and
JUMPERS,
Dash Cotton, Velueteen
and Corduroy

Y3 OFF
GIRLS,TEENS

and Sport Shirts WOOL SKIRTS
Assortment of Style and
/
1
2 OFF Color
Boys & Girls

CAR COATS
/
1
2 OFFA
Bargain Table

Fled A Combhiatiou
The idea is to and a combination that will maintain your
weight, and still keep all the
four food groups that were described here last week in proper
balance. Then, neither your foods
nor your diet will be fattening,
and you can enjoy good eating,
plus the benefits of • nice figure,
clothes that fit in sizes easy to
buy, feet that carry your normal
weight without complaining, and
a general feeling of being right
with your nutrition and your
health, and the world in general.

/
11 3 OFF

r- SALE

I

BOYS

Sport Coats
/
1
2 OFF

NOW IN PROGRESS!
BIG SAVINGS!
Come In Today

I

and SAVE --

& RAILROAD SALVAGE'
Lake St. - Fulton
osagow
sianow

GC:freng Rec-rm Szd6.4
)4>?naitzcanz.
are
stylish
comfortable
and beautiful.
And at Wade's
you find economy
and quality construction.

2 - PIECE SET as low as
SPEED QUEEN

AUTOMATIC
WASHERS
from $199.95

$9995

Other pieces are easily added to match or contrast in your
favorite furniture groupings. Choose from Wade's outstanding selections now on display!

SPEED QUEEN

AUTOMATIC
DRYERS
from $139.95

114 Lake St.

Fulton. Xv.

"TRAM WITS Wald

MO liVIP

I

Fulton, Ky,
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Only The Camera Could Stop These Bustling Employees In The P. N. Hirsch Company, 307 Broadway,
South Fulton.
The P. N. Hirsch company opened last February in
its beautiful, spacious. brand new building. Lindell
Greer (left in picturel, store manager, who moved here
from Illinois has been with the
company for two and one hall
years stated that "This store has
far surpassed all expectations
both in column of business and

profits."
Other employees shown in the
picture are: Bill Bradley, assistant
manager; Rita Adams; Donna
Grissom and Alice Taylor. Beauton

meet.
he s
sax b
relop
_ucky
He
ic Ut
and 1

'Boots" Howard was not present
when this picture was made.
This firm operates a coast-tocoast chain of junior department
stores carrying a complete line of
all merchandise except furniture
and large appliances. Catering to
the entire family they feature
wearing apparel, home needs,
small appliances and health and
beauty aids.
This friendly store invites everyone to visit with them at any time.
You are welcome as a shopper or
iust to browse.
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Any motorist who operates
his car without a proper
muffler is risking a ticket
the first time be passes a
policeman or visits the
safety lane.
Yet a car without a muffler couldn't hold a candle
(or more precisely a decibel)
to some of the big trucks on
the road. Some — not all —
turn the night into a cacophony of noise as they wend
their way up hill or down hill
along the streets and expressways. They can be
heard, literally, for three
miles on a reasonably quiet
night. The blaaaat emitted
from the pipe of the "smokers" sounds for all the world
like a 50 millimeter machine
gun firing tirelessly.

Pit Bar-Bili
"
*
Ciestent 11,risessaing
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS
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THICK SHAKES
coffee, reel
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
BANDS
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And Try Our
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Estes disisble, close-woven 1 10- thr•ed
comet coffee INMAN . . bleached snowy white
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$109 or

72x10. flat ..
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Mrs. Moss, who resided with
Mr. Moss in an apartment to
the Davy Crockett Hotel for the
that two or three years, died
about 6:30 a.m. Suoday lnObion
County General Hospital. She
entered the hospital last Tuesday night, suffering from pneumonia, but the immediate cause
of death was a heart attack.
She was torn in Tiptionville,
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Glascock. Her
fattier was a large landowner
and planter In Lake ccanty and
served as scanty court clerk
there for 24 years.

SILKY MOOT PERCALE
"Bonnie" SOUD Colors
'
'
"
1 —.1...7 b—a is ""s....--"",.......-7....""'
7.
C

Mrs. Moss, as a child, moved to Union City with her parents who built the residence
at 929 Exchange street Weak*
Mr. and Mrs. Moss realdedenU1 they moved to the hotel
apartment. The residence OM
Is owned by Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
Idim
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Dress Materials
--a large group at

Mrs. Moss attended schools
In TiptcovIlle, Union City High
School and Ward-Belmont College in thiebville.
She was Inactive member of
the First Methodist Chinch end
past president of the Dam
Bransford &today School claw
She was a member of the Daughters of the American Revolution
and was an extensive Lake
county landowner.
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Also Some At

She leaves her longhand; one
daughter, Mrs. Louts Lampe°
of Mt. Prospect, CIL;
two
grandchildren, Laois Neville
and Linda Langpop Si Mt. Prospect, and several creasing,
Including Mrs. C. E. McDonald
of Winnsboro, S.C., who was
reared by Mrs. Moss and Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Glascock; Mrs.
Gil Parker of Tiptosville, Mrs.
Herbert A. Morrie of Otion,
.1. C. Harris of Memphis,Cultman Radetaugb of Orlando,
Fla., 14re. Jahn Gillette Si La
Habra, Calif., Bruce Scorer of
Joshua Tree, Calif., Mrs. A.H.
Lacticotte Jr. of Pawley's Island, &C., and Lt. C. E. McDonald of Winnsboro, S.C.
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Reg. $6.00 Values
Reduced To
_
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Boys Corduroy Coats
Reduced to

Pallbearers were Charles
L. Jackson, Gene Smith, John
Thomas, the Rev. Joe Hiett,
Turner Kirkland, Dave N.
Shatz, Win Austin Nettling and
Jim Peer. Honorary pallbearers' were the Rev. Richard
Clark, Alwyn Brevard, W. B.
Crenehaw, Dr. Byron 0. Garner, Tom Elam,J. Walker Kerr,
R. At McAnulty, R. E. White,
Barry White, Ben Leveton,
Lewis McAdoo, Toni Morrow,
Walker Tanner, C. W. Miles
Jr., W. M. Miles, Bud Riley
and Bedford Mooring.

. .

etc
Intel
it at
17S-1

$4.00 "

Boys Bench Warmers

4I
l

With Hood
Reduced To

$10.00
.-

40 *Ladies

Wear * Girls Wear

y3Reduced

Subocribo to The Now.
$2.00 Per Tear
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Come and Save At
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Effective January let, the names "Atkins In-

.
surance Agency" and "Atkins Reams and Taylor"

I
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SWEATERS

were changed to the
'GIRL

••
/

11

DRESSES

Ladies Italian -Knit

FULTON INSURANCE AGENCY

and Ladies

COATS, DRESSES and
SPORTSWEAR

11

GIRLS
.

SWEATERS
JACKETS
SLACK & SHIRTS

iv

,

•
•

ON
— MENS —

11

Ladies - Girls Sportswear

Please note our new name!
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Mrs. Moss was a member
through the pears of roany scc
clubs of this area. Throughout
her life Mks was Interested
In people, regardless of their
status In life, and performed
many kind deeds to benefit them.
the was • dedicated traveler
who maintalsed • deep trite rest
In places and people until the
end.
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Services for Mrs. Bessie
Glascock Moss, wile of Cecil
Moss and one of union City's
most prominent women, were
canfteted at the First Methodist Church at 3 this afternoon.
The Rev. Coiner Hastings of
Meinphla and the Rev. James
E. Wilford of Union City officiated. Interment followed in
East VIew Cemetery
with
White-Ranson Funeral Home
In charge.
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Services This P.M.
Foe Mrs. Cecil Mesa
At First Methodist
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SHOPPER

ALL operations will continue on, same as to the past;
nothing changes but the nesse!
• Same personnel
• Same companies
• Same service
• Sam*
McMinn

PE
,.

FULTON. KENTUCKY

sus

Sweaters Tops And
Matching Tights

N. HIMISCH 81. CO.

Ilresearr
&Mb Pullen

Open CU 19 11:19 Mass'
MN to 9:119 Prl. • Set,

• BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TERMS •
t •
*1For

64

•

Subscribers in the 20-mile around Fulton area

*
:
OFFICE PHONE 412-1351

"Total
Look"

*
2110 MAIN STREET
.

Just $2.00 A Year

THE FULTON NEWS AND THE FULTON SHOPPER
Mail To Fulton News,Box 307, Fulton, Kentucky
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ILE
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

r
•
rfK1
The Kentucky
Association of Fairs
and Horse Shows will
hold to annual meeting at the Kentucky
Hot el in Louisville
Jantiary 20 - 22.
At

I PERCALE
guwaml coNms pircul%
y who.at solid mien.
WHITE COLORS
1.65

2.60

2.03

2.1110

1.00

1.30

this time the Department of Agriculture
will announce the fair
to be honored for
outstanding progress
in last year's program.

This will be the
third time for the
trophy to be awarded.
The Barren and Scott
countyfairs were the
two previous winners.
The trophy is
awarded, first of all,
to a fair participating
in the State's aid to
county fair program.
Points a r e awarded
to fairs upon the basis
of how much progress
they made in thi a
past year's program
as compaeed to the
one held the previous
year. Among things
considered is the
increase in the money
spent for approved

CL SSIFIED ADS

BEFORE YOU BUY • shallow
For septsc tank pumping call C. G.
WANTED TO BUY Ear corn or 'rhurfban Fulton
well pump, see Fulton Hardware &
472-3610. If no
shelled corn Market prices paid auswer, [AU
Furniture Company, where
SSP%
472.1031.
start at 1172.50.
Southern States Co-Operative, Ful
NEED GIFT IDEAS' Shop at the
ton
NIMIIIMBIMINSIM531/M0 Park Terrace Gift Shop for a
beautiful variety, sure to please!
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
for promotions, advertising and
special events. ADELLE, Union
City. phone 883-3570.

For The

BEST
and

MARTIN
SEN OUR
PAINTS

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
bay ft at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

62 CHEV. IMPALA. 54
-door hard.
top with automatic transmission
power steering, R & H. Priced to
sell! 479-2272.
60 CIfEV hardtop, black with red
interior, 18,000 miles like new! See
it at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales,
475-192I.

trs
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ops And
ghts
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LATE MODELS
— BUICKS —
1414 Waters 4-dr. HT; power
air
1413 LoSebre Cony, PS, PE,
local
1412 LeSahre 4-dc; extra-lew
mileage
1411 LoSabris 4-sir.; power, air
— CHEVROLETS —
1%5 impala S-Sport; 300 hp; 4speed
1414 Selsir 2-dr. VI Pg
1414 Biscayne 4-dr. 4 cyl.
straight
1964 Impala cony; VS, Pg. Ps.
1964 Impala 2-dr MT; VI,
straight
1963 Belair 4-dc; 6 cyl, Pg, low
mileage
1962 impala 2-dr HT. VI, Pg.
1041 Impala 4-dr. HT, VII,
automatic
1959 Eclair 4-dr. VI, PIP.
— FORDS —
1043 Galcrie SOO, 2 dr. HT,
VII, 'freight
1963 Galata' 4-dr VI straight;
sharp
1963 FaIrlane 4-dr. VII, straight;
air
1042 Galexio SOO VII; automatic;
Ps.
1412 Galaxi• SOO 4-dr; VI; automatic, Ps.
— OTHERS —
64 OLDS Avir; power, air
61 DODGE 4-dr; power, air
64 WI's ono red, ono black

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

OSP
CAR
MAO

64 Fairlano SIII Hardtop, 8Cruisam•tie, black and
Whit.
63 Gal•xle 500-Air and Power,
local 1 owner car
(1) 62 Ford Galaxio Sedans,
4-door, V-8 automatic, one light
blue, on. bells, good, clean.
local cars
82 Ford Fairlane Sedan. 6-cyl.
straight, good oconany
62 Falcon Sedan, 34,1100 actual
miles-light blue
62 Ford Convertible-Intercepter
special stick
(2) 61 Ford Sedans, both local
one owner cars, ono 6 cyl.
ona eight cyl. both straight
shift
61 Ford Wagon, automatic and
power
60 Falcon Wagon
59 Ford Wagon
62 CHRYSLER—air and power
63 Bel Aire Sedan, local ens
owner
63 Biscayne, 2-deer, 6 cyl.
standard
61 Eel Aire Sedan, clean 6 cyl.
powereiide,
61 Bel Aire Wagon, tan small
eight-powerglido
60 Bel Aire Sedan, 11 cyl. powerglide, air conditioned
% Impala Convertible, 8-cyl.
stick-rod
58 Wagon, I cyl. pewerglide

Other models not listed

IFABDEN
TAYLOR
FORD
SALE
Qev.-Buick.Inc. Mayfield Highway
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3243 Fulton
Main office 472-2400

Fulton

USED FURNITURE
BARGALE
Electric ranges
a IIP
Refrigerators
$15 uP
TaPPort IRS ranee
040
Several aeioniatic washers
$15 500
(All of the WPM appliances are
In operational condition)
Living room suites
Com* and got 'ent

$5, up

Dining room suites
128, up
Odd living room chairs $S each

WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton
Phone 472-3421

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
Chevrolet 4-door hardiee,
1113 cubic inches, V-8
Al FORD 4-deer; autemalte
60 Chevrolet 4-door Bel Air automatic, clean
60 CHEVROLET 4-door 6 cyl.
Strt Shift Station Wagon
60 PLYMOUTH
64 FORD station wagon
60 GALAX'S V-11; Automatic
60 STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
59 CHEVROLET Impala 2-door
hardtop V-11; Automatic; air
59 CHEV. St. Shift, 344 meter,
hardtop
59 CHEV Impala 4-W; V-8,
ateemetic
59 FORD VI 4-dr, straight
St Red and Whit, 4-door Ford
Galaxie, Hardtop automatic
% CHIV wagon, 4-door
SS BUICK 2-door; I owner
SS CNIV. hardtop
Si CHEV. 6-cyl automatic
$7 CHIEV. V4 4-dr. hardtop
-extra clean
Or CHEVROLET,
black,
straight shift, recently over.
hault"'; good condition
61

59 FORD 1-2 Ton truck, geed
condition
56 FORD
1-2 Ton Pickup,
clean; high sides
54 CHEVROLET 1 -2-Ton pickup truck; good condition
20-25 other cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
US 45-51 Bypass, North

We LeadIhe
ragese

USED
CAR

classes, plus the
n umber of such
classes held.
Purpose of the
trophy is to recognize fairs doing the
most to meet the
objectives of the
State program. The
aid program
was
des'gned to supple-.
ment local funds
spent on agricultural
classes, and to stimulate interest and
support of uniform
classes.
*
The second annual
Governor's Conference on Agriculture
will be held in Louisville January 26-27.
A number of speakers
will appear at the
sessions and participate in the panel
discussions.
Theme for this
year's conference is
"Going for a Billion
a Year." Purpose of
the meeting will be to
discuss plans formulated by the Govemorls
Commission on Agri culture for raising
farm income to $1
billion a year.
The reports and
panel discussions will
consider the potential
Kentucky ha s in the
production of livestock and crop s.
Attention will also
be given to land use,
as well as specialized
areas such as rural
recreation.

I am slated to give
a report on marketing
e problems as faced by
the industry of agriculture.
This is an
area which must
✓ eceive a lot of
attention during the
coming years if we
arm to put the industrit on a sound basis
iril.he marketplaces.
'Others named to
appear on the program are Homer
Taff. State conservationist with the Soil
Conservation Service;
Freernan Hockensmith,
State ASCS chairman;
M. M. Sotto, director
of Agricultural Education; and, Dr. G. W.
Schneider, associate
director of Extension.
University of K e ntucky.
Over 1,000
persons are expected
to atte.nd the two-day
event, and it should
prove interesting and
informative to all
present.
*
The annual Louisville Bartow Show
will be held February
7-10 at the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition
Cer te r.
Seen
thousand dollars i n
premiums will be
awarded at the event,
which is expected to
draw entries frem
top swine herds
throughout the Nation.
* * s *

Novel Becomes likusicol
NEW YORK
— A musical based upon
Richard
Llewellyn's noted novel "How
Green Was My Yeller is planned for Broadway presentation
nest spring by Alexander H.
Cohen.
John Morris is the composer
and co-lyricist With Gerald
Freedman. who Is doing the
book. Laurence ?Wanda, last
seen as Santa Claus In "Here's
Love," had been signed for a
principal role.

Kentucky Faces
Touchy Issues

January

Train Derails
Private Car Is 1

Jumped Track

On Controversial Plans
Of Governor

FRANKLIN, Ky., Jan. 2. —
Four persons were
hospitalized Sunday when two
cars of a north-bound Louisville and Nashville passenger
train derailed. Fifteen
others were taken to • hospital. Only 10 needed treatment.
One of the derailed cars was
a private car belonging to
Robert T. Hogan of Oak Park,
HI.
a Chicago insurance

FRANKFORT; Ky., Jan. 2.
-Legislative sessions by
nattlre are controversial, but
the 1966 session which begins
Tuesday may be one of the
hottest.
The reason is that Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt has laid
down an ambitious program,
including emotion-laden measures on civil rights, strip •
mining, capital punishment
and pinball machines.
Breathitt will oztline his
program to the General Assembly Tuesday night. He also
will submit a biennial budget
teat is expected to approach
two billion dollars without new
taxes.
Most of the new tax dollars
will be earmarked for education. Public school teachers
may-get a salary increase not
exceeding $400 over the two
years.
'The Governor hopes to
exercise more control over the
1966 session than he did in
1964, when many of -his political friends accused him of
ineffective. leadership.
The legislative lineup appal
,
ently gives him that control on
the surface, at least at the
outset.
The strip mining bill may
movoke the biggest controversy. The Governor has proposed
what might be the strongest
strip mining measure in the
iption.
naStr
mine operators have
been more vocal in their
opposition to the bill than they
were in 1964, when the present
law paned easily in both
liMeg
T he administration has
patterned much of its strip
mining bill after Pennsylvania's law. It would require
western Kentucky operators to
grade the disturbed land back
to its original shape. In eastern Kentucky, terraced backfilling would be required.
The bill aho will carry a
proposed interstate strip
mining compact and legislation
that would permit the state to
idiare in Federal funds for
reclaiming abandoned "trip
mines.ns
admIsherstiedISWIISOM
a Package natural resources
measure which, among other
thinp, would create a water
authority, strengthen existing
water pollution laws and begin
ILD, air pollution enforeement
PINI7RmAfter being rebuffed by the
ISM Legislature on a state
public accommodations law,
the Governor has come back
with an even stronger civil
rights measure.
It exceeds coverage of the
Federal law in public accommodations and in fair employment. Administration official'
are confident it will pass.
The session will last 60
legislative days and will end in
mid-March.
Members of both parties will
meet Monday night in caucus
to select their leaders for the
seesion. They were chosen
Informally at a pre-tegialative
conference last month.

Board In Kentucky
Hits Death Penalty
Governor's Panad

Suggests

Some Exceptions
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan, 2.- The death penalty
should be abolished In Kentucky, the Governor's Teak
Force on Criminal Justice said,
but it left the door
in for
possible exceptions.
In a 12-page report to Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt, the lb
members said a majority
opposed capital punishment on
grounds it is not an effective
deterrent against crime and
the theory of retaliation or
vengeance is neither humane
nor useful.
But four members of the
task force, not identified, were
convinced the death penalty
deters crime and should be
retained.
And, others suggested a flat
substitution of life in prison
without parole.
"The majority opposes this
approach," the report said.

BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate en cost of installing • new Lennox Gee
Furnace, Al,' Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Pump.EleCtrie
Furnaces,

"Nothing is more desperate
than a man without hope."
The task force'majority
indicated it would not be
averse to retaining capital
punishment for two offenses:
Killing a peace officer in line
of duty and murder by someone serving life imprisonment.
There have been sporadic
efforts at abolition in the past
decade, but not until the 1964
legislative session was the
subject considered seriously.
The House actually voted
abolition, but the measure died
in the Senate during the closing days.
Breathitt has said he personally favors abolition, but that
he will not make it an Administration project. The Legislature convenes next week and is
expected to act on the capital
punishment question.

FULTON,

SHEET METAL
PHONE 472-112

1966
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\COL. C. W. BURROW, Beek*.
;

-I •
Nice 3-bedroom house with double garage located in South Fulton.

Nice 2
m house in Highlands. Attra4tively priced for quick
sale.
A very good 2-bedroam house,
hardwood floors, central heat,
modern kitchen, lifetime root, located across the greet
from
Kentucky schools. This is
an
outstanding buy.

Nice large house in good condition and reasonably priced. Located
in Water Valley, Kentucky.
Good house, large lot located
on Broadway, South Fulton.
This place can be converted into
commercial property.
Priced
right.

Nice large house, located on
Maple street in East Fultor..
Priced to sell.

If you are In the market for
art especially nice home and can
afford a home priced at POPO
5 room house in good condition. or more, I can ceder you a good
Price is reasonable
Located OD deal.
Page Street in East Fulton.
Qogd 6-rnie3P
.044811101tent
• Yoli..4111•42s
IMPlittltL
IN Cedar Week
sect
it- home on
Avenue. west
Fulton,
nice lot. Price is reasonable.
with 134 baths. Hag
hardwood floors upstairs
and
Good 7-room house in excel- doemstalre, basement and cenlent repair, 154 baths, central tral heating plant. It fa
ungas heat in
basement, located usually good condition.
on Walnut St. Owner says sell.
Price will be right.
Nice 3-bedroc00 house with
den, modern kitchen and bath.
Nice 3-bedroom brick house, pcated on good lot in 1130electric heat, good lot. Priced lands, Fulton, Kentucky. This
to sell. Howard littera Subdivi- house is an extra good buy
If
you need plenty of mom,
son.
'
I Milli I lt I \I

I 1

If you would like to invest in for sale at any price. This busy
a thriving business, look at tins filen will really make money
one. A very valuable piece
of and is priced to sett
resa estate —
This bushiest combines an anBrewer Machine Shop,
nice
tique shop in the same building, large lot and good bulletin&
stocked with very valuable au,. Property now rented.
tiques. Located on Broadway in
The Robert Goodwin Grocery
South Fulton. Iff the owner of
this business were well and able Store Building. Good locttion and
be priced for a quick sale.
to operate It, it would not
I \I,
67 Acres on blacktop road; good
2 Acres land with new 3-bedhome with modern conveniences.
room house; on a main highway.
Price to sell.
Really priced reasonable.
320 acres of good hill land
near Bardwell, Kentucky. Price
Extra good farm with 52 acres
is right.
of land, good house and barn. Located north of Water Valley on
8 am.: of geed-Jand
with
small hou.fe, large fishing lake Mullins black-topped road.
located on highway in Tennessee.
Price within reach of al111 acres with 70 acres of good
most anyone.
bottom land House has modem
conveniences and is in good
condition.
145 acres of good land with
-new 4-bedroom brick veneer
40 acne of good land with
house, new barns, also another new
5-room house, all modem
older house with modern con- convenienoes
lasted north as
veniences. Located within one Fulton-Duked
om Highway. Nice
mile of corporation limits of country
home.
South Fulton. Land can be used for a subdivision or farming.
4$ acres of good land with
beautiful building site
locate
1% miles east of IPulton
451,2 acres of good land, house Kentucky side.
with 4 rooms and bath, gas
heat, located on a good gravel
road.
99 acres of well improved
land in Hickman County.
48 acres of last east of Duke15 acres of land with lima
dom on State Line Road. Good
house located Yi mlle south
of
price.
Uukedcm, Tenneasee.
l;liIfil'i,ii)1-'
Beautiful building lots
In
I can furnish you a locaUora
adowview
Subdivision, Ful- for your new home
or build you
ton. Kentucky
a house on your location,
Large lot on Carr Street. Very
0Cid location.

I have other
property
sale not listed in this ad.

CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN

6,

executive. Hogan's car—the
last in a train of &ban 20 cars
—overturned
seven of the
nine persons inside were
Injured.
Hogan estimated his loss at
about 000.000.
Held in the Franklin hospital
for observation were Hogan,
his daughter, Jane, 20, and his
aunt, Mrs. I. H. Patton, 77, of
Tulsa, Okla,
Mrs. Viola Williams of Indianapolis, was transferred to
a Nashville hospital.
None of the injuries was believed to be serious.
L&N District Supt. John
Lovel said the accident probably was caused by a journal
failure on the next-to-last car.
Mrs. C,eorge Evans, a bystander, said she saw sparks
shooting from a wheel.
The track was heavily damaged where Hogan's car overturned, 400 feet from where
the second car left the track.
Engineer W. H. Harness
said the train was traveling
55 miles an hour when the
cars derailed at the north Woe
of Franklin.
The track was expected to
be reopened during the night.
Mrs. Jean Hooper, 16, of
Nashville. an expectant mother, was released to • doctor's
care. Earlier, she had been
listed among those hospitalized.
About two hours after the
derailment, the train continued
to Louisville, leaving the
derailed cars behind.

Of 2 That

Assembly To Begin Work

FREE FURNACE INSPECTION

Phone 472-1821

Dee Ferguson, Wore. Storks,
Grady and Gaylen Vardon

Fulton, Ky

1 COMMERCIAL AVENUE

for

Fulton, Ky.
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START1966 THE/RION
YES WE TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN FEATURING REELFOOT
PACKING CO. PRODUCTS...
THERE'S NO FINER MEAT PRODUCTS PRODUCED
IN THE UNITED STATES. IT'S A
BRAND YOU CAN TRUST. YOU KNOW YOU ARE ALWA
YS GETTING THE VERY BEST.
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RtilAS 64I

U.

SWISS
STEAKS
DELMINCO
STEAKS

SIRLOIN-TIP
10 TOP
UV ROAST
18 wiv 1111 ROUND
K.C.
ti,
ja NEW YORK
$1.19
I 711 STRIPS

LB.STEAK

S

EXTRA TENDER
JUICY

FILLETS

LB.

$1.99

BEEF

RIBS

LB.

I

LB.wiv

LB

REEL FOOT SLICED LIVER CHEESE. P
& p LOAF,
SPICED LUNCH MEAT, CHICKEN LOAF

290

PKG.

BEEF
LIVER

FRESH

.590 PBRIKNS

KIM BACON
SHORT

Oak (1) BECAUSE YOU GET EVERDAY LOW PRICES (OUR AP RUN 5 DA
VIP (2) YOU RECEIVE QUALITY STAMPS AS AN EXTRA BONUS

d

111111111EITS

SANBORN

he
'act‘
tent
An
itica

RLB EEUS.PPITIERRICTS

(6) BECAUSE WE APPERICATE YOUR BUSINESS
(1) BECAUSE WE DO_ EVERYTHING WE CAN TO PROMOTE HE
TERRITORY.
GIC (8) BECAUSE OUR TRUCK BRINGS YOU THE FRESHEST PR I I UCI
FIELDS IN FLORIDA Exceeds No More Than 20 Hours From Field To Sto
(9) WE ARE THE STORE WITH THE NATIONAL ADVERTISE 'ANI

LB 390
LB.

380BONES

L.330 BOILNG1

BRISKET

F
E
E
_
_
to

LB.

330

FREE COFFEE &
Do-NUTS

TItka.4i4 Good From Thurst,.19giumfdltAtig, Tsmoll
•r, lacutgrg

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

WITH AN ADDITIONAL
$5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING TOBACCO

94

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Sr
1pp

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
LARGE SIZE
BOTTLE LISTER1NE

BIRDSEYE
AWAKE

ion

on
he
1
1m
:or
It
,f
,ho
mer

Int

FOP

12 OZ. BAG

SHRIMP

$1.39

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
7 Or. Can
BAN SPRAY
DEODERANT

24 OZ, PKG.

DUMPLINS

BREADED

BOOTH FROZEN

OYSTERS

16 OZ.

CATFISH

WA
FF
LE
S
FRUIT

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
-10Y: Bottle JERGENS
NEW SOFTENING
ACTION LOTION

100 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase
100 Sisit -Bottle
ANACIN
TABLETS.

580
590
590

7 OZ. PKG.

LB.

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN
5 OZ, PKG.

STOUFFER'S FROZEN

STOUFFER'S FROZEN

WINTERGARDEN FROZEN

Eak

c a
L.

11 CANS
5 CANS 490

WINTERGAR7N FROZEN

BREADED

COLONIAL FROZEN

EASY

60000 CAS

SO THAT WE MIGHT GIVE YOU AN EXTRA DAY TO
WE HAVE CHANGED THE DAY OF THE

0
33
380

FULTON PURE MILK
ALL STAR

FULTON PURE MILK

COTTAGE CHEESE
DIP-N DRESSING
MARGARINE
SEALTEST

WHIPPED PARKAY

980 HOFFM
AN'S HOT

STOKE

4 $1
C ANS

WEDNESDAY!

This ad good from Thursday, Januar
y 6th.
thru Tuesday, January 11, 1966

H SOAP""
2 LB. 49c GREEN BEANS 2 1
802 29c TOMATOES
c
21c FRUIT COCKTAIL 4"
39c BARTLETT PEARS4
111 OZ.

MARY LOU 303 SIZE CAN

FOR
SANTA ROSA N0,1 SIZE CAS

LIBBY'S 305 SIZE 16 OZ,

OZ. CUP

PACIFIC GOLD

16 OZ, BOX

Ul
f SHRIMP

1502.

NE
VI
HA
10$ SOUR CREAM WING32cTIBATME -- MID

EGA HUSH
DELIGHT
OUT PUPPIES
SPINACH
BABY
SOUFFLE
.20z.,...wir LIMAS
11/2 La BAG
FRENCH FRIED
6
POTATOES -..,-0. =sn II
POTTED
e 1 PURPLE
MEAT
Y I PLUMS 3- sizEEL:::1
CAN owc.,
DOUBLE STAMPS ON
BISCUITS
16 OZ. BAG

100 FREE

160Z.

16 OZ.

FROZEN

APPLE

100 FREE

NO BAKING JUST
DEFROST & SERVE

PIES

PET RITZ FROZEN
'rot
lud
mf,

MORTON FROZEN

PECAN

BOOTH FROZEN
PEELED & DEVEINED

16 OZ.

TUNA

9 OZ. CAN

4
3
5
1,0z 4
4
OZ.

16 OZ.

FROZEN

5

IS OZ.

8 OZ.

& MILK PRODUCTS.

LB.

;aid
A:
.
. ear
Aro
c

BOLOGNA SALAD .19( CHILI
CHICKEN SALAD
55( BAKED BEANS
HAM SALAD
45( POTATO SALAD
FRUIT JELLO
39( FRUIT SALAD
MACORONI SALAD
49c BANANA PUDDING
SALAD
sc. 53c APPLE SALAD
8 OZ,

SE

50 FREE

II, 1966.

FROM OUR KIT

.mio

xl

We would like very much to say THANK YOU
for making E. W. James & Son what it is. 1965
\
grown without your continued
support. May we again say how grateful we
are f your

not have

FREE

he

PRODUCE FROM FARMERS: Reelfoot Pocking Co, Willia
ms Sausage and Brunch! •
ICE CREAM PRODUCTS: Swift's & Fulton Pure Milk Co.

FRESH

KREY HELLO

MEATY

(3) BECAUSE YOU MAY BE THE WINNER OF THE CASH RIK P
(4) YOU RECEIVE DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY.
(5) WE PUSH THIS AREA'S PRODUCTS IN ORDER TO KEEP THE

2 1/2 SIZE CAN 29

6 OZ. PKG.
PILLSBURYR
SNOWF
s.
TAK
LAKE
EE
DINNER
RICH'S LOW

WHIPPED TOPPING
PEANUT BUTTER
PAL

FOR

CAN 19( ORANGE SLICES 120
1/2 GALLON
10 07 CAN

49c PURE SORGHUM $1.1
89c COFFEE ...TA.- Si 1
14 02 JAR MAXWELL HOUSE

21/2 LB JAR

NEW STORE HOURS:
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY-8 A. M. To 7 P. M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY-8 A. M. To 8 P. M.

Fulton, Ky.

January 6, 1966
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H • WAY BY SHOPPI
.JAMES & SONS.
-ot

••

U. S. CHOICE
HEAVY GRAIN
FED BEEF

NY:

CES (OUR AV RUN 5 DAYS ... NOT JUST 3 DAYS)
EXTRA BONUS

REELFOOT
FRANKS

9202. PKG.

REELFOOT SMOKED

F THE CASH It K POT.
DNFSDAY.
ORDER TO KEEP THE MONEY HOME

ALL MEAT

PICNICS

LB.

8110111 STEAK

ARM
ESS
ROAST
TO PROMOTE HE WELFARE OF THE SURROUNDING
FRESHEST PR UCE MONEY CAN BUY FROM THE
rs From Field To Sto

ADVERTISE ANDS YOU CAN TRUST.
_
mos & Son what it is. 1965 was the biggest year we have ever hod. Wit could
y how grateful we ors r your support.

U. S. CHOICE

.550

U. S. CHOICE

REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE

ENGLISHCUT u.
ROAST

SPAGHETTI
le OZ.
16 OZ.

4
3
5
4
4.

DEVILED EGGS
CRANBERRY SAUCE
PIMENTO SALAD
9.119. HAM
COTTAGE CHEESE

REELFOOT U. S. CHOICE

330

790 HAMBURGER

59(

49(
39(
89c
L. $1.69
59c

6

CORNED-BEEF
BRISKET

B 384
REELFOOTLB. 784

_1

KREY

303 SIZE CAN

303 SIZE CAN
WITH
LIBBYSCHILI BEANS

,

(NEW SLIM STYLE) ON DISPLAY AT OUR STORE

LBS.

•

FOR

16 OZ.

LB.

GRADED BY THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

M OUR KIT, HEN
1602.

U. S. CHOICE

PREMIUM ,-MOKEIRS •
0
0
0

1,,

DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY

ROA ROUND
..1rWy STEAK

S. CHOICE

GRADE A

LB.

880

GRADED BY THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

CHUCK ROAST
RIB
STEAK

REELFOOT

REELFOOT

(6 TO 8 LB.)

ms Sausage and Brunde

II, 1966.

REELFOOT MEAT PROMOS
STICK
REELFOOT
L.490 CHILI
490 BOLOGNA
490 ISDN
890 SAUSAGE

U. S. CHOICE
HEAVY GRAIN
FED BEEF

14

With an additional $5.00
Purchase, excluding

NIT TAMALES
00.

cA„s $1.
4 $1.00
AMERICAN
25 FREE
CHEESE "":TOS:ICED 280 iliETt'ElE.FIELEAFLB GP Olio
5
$1
BOILED =Nu( Call SWEET
ICE
PICKLES
CUSTARD
380
CAS JACKPOT MILK
POTATO
C
A
E
S
$1
4
PEACHES
CHIPS
104
38$
50 FREE
VIENNA
- Fill AT 1:00 P. M. SAUSAGE5-$1
580
HUMKO OIL
99(INSTANT '="si ic TOMATO
RADE
JUICE s
COFFEE
410
JUICE
16 OZ

DING

16 OZ.

1602.

LB.
BOX

1602,

CANS

16 OZ.

tobacco & milk
products.

(Limit I Please)

SOLID

SWIFTS nr
TURNER'S

R-WAY

1/2 GALLON 38
°

N EXTRA DAY TO HECK YOUR TICKETS
HE DAY OF THE AWING ...

12.

STOKELY'S

SHELLED PECANS
PINEAPPLE
ES
cAN1 ANTI FREEZE
KTAIL 4" 1 GRAPE JUICE
21/2„„A. 29
PEARS4 FOR 1 CHERRIES
SLICES 1M3 ALTON VINEGAR
6HUM $1.1 PEACHES
SIZ

P3R
0.1 SIZE CAP

GEISHA SLICED

36 OZ.

S

LB.

STOKELY'S

TROPICAL
FRESII

BARBECUE
CHICKEN.

NO. 2 CAN 20 OZ.

4c—$1.00

12 02

111

48 OZ. 29
*

1/2 GALLON

PENN. CHAMP

PAW PAW

E 16 OZ.

QUALITY STAMP
With The Purchase Of
A Delicious Tasting

PURE VEGETABLE

1602.

BOXES

AP:7.5.Api
EANS 2 1

Our
Kitchen.

8 OZ. CAN

BAG

JACK SPRAT

LLE

Any Item From

QUART

QUART IHPY

WONDER
TWIN PACK

LIBBY'S

KY. KERNEL

QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase Of

$1.29
QUART 39(

GALLON

100 FREE

RED

QUALITY STAMPS

HARTS 303 SIZE CAN

16 OZ. CAN

With The Purchase

ScA- $1.00

LB.

101 OZ,

1/2 GALION

PRIDE OF GEORGIA

3 1/2 SIZE CAN

WELL HOUSE

MTAN-

Si.?

39c YELLOW
4—s $1.00 CORN

DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

SWEET
POTATOES

SON
HO
MARKET
PER
AND

aU

50

CELLO BAG
EARS

4

280 RADISHES

10--

LARGE STALKS

FANCY

LB

IDAHO
RUSSETS

COUNTRY
FINE FOR
BAKING

290 AVOCADOES 290 CELERY
EACH

MADE DONUTS

MADE ON MONDAY
Thrti
FRIDAY & SATURDAY.

THIS AD G0O7FROM THURSDAY, JANUARY 6th THRU TUESDAY, JANUARY 11, 1966.

DOZEN

580
10*

490

HAM

50 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
With The Purchase Of
A Bag STEWART'S
VANILLA
WAFFERS.

FUI1.011, Ks'.

January 6, 1966
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Thursday - Friday,January 6-7 _at our store in South Fulton

THREE EAGLE SCOUTS—David Jones and Dick Joan (eatend and third from left), become the newest Eagle Scouts In
the Four Rivers Council. They are members of Troop No. 43,
First Methodist Church, Fulton. They are twin brothers.
Older brother Steve Jones (also shown) became an Eagle
Scout during 1144. Their father, Dr. John Lloyd Jones (second
front right) is Scoutmaster of Troop No. 43. Above, W. M.
Blackstone (right), advancement chairman, congratulates

Growing- Global Needs
GETTING YOUR GOAT is hardly a proper "thank you'
for a good turn—unless, of course, the goat is on the hoof
and it's cffered by the grateful farmers of My Phuoc hamlet.
On the receiving end were the men of the Army's 62d Engineer Battalion; they'd just cleared • 20-acre plot of land
and improved a road used by the farmers. In a letter to Lt
Col Paul D Triem, Commander of the 62d, the villagers ,aid,
"Who can forget a big bulldozer pushing stumps? Who can
forget the sunburned backs of the U. S. soldiers? None of
us can forget these pictures. We keep them in our hearts'

KNOCK THE TOP OFF A MOUNTAIN and you'll have
duplicated the feat of the 1st Platoon, Co. C, 9th Engineer
Bn. of the 1st Air Cavalry Division. They administered the
tour-de-force to Hon Cong mountain near An Khe in order
to build the world's largest heliport. Overlooking the division's base camp, the tiny plateau also packs in a collection
of radio antennae and an aircraft beacon. To get their
project started, the Engineers dynamited the first 10 feet
of the mountain peak, then airlifted a small bulldozer to enlarge the spot.
500 LETTERS A WEEK is a sizeable mail call for many
units, but in the lot Infantry Division's 2d Brigade, it's an
average load for Sp5 Ronald D. Walker. A man who rates
bin own mail pouch. Walker began getting the avalanche
of correspondence when his young cousin, • seventh grader
at St. Thomas Aquinas School in Wichita. Kan., solunteered
hi. name as • Vietnam pen pal. There's one problem, says
Walker,"when you get SOO letters • week, how do you thank
them all?" (ANF)
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The Army received word in August of • 235,000 man increase designed to- maintain defense readiness and °fruit
troop deployment to Southeast Asia.
Secretary McNamara outlined plans for an increase in
the number of Army aviation companies, combat service
units, and strategic reserve support forces. One new division, the 9th Infantry, and three separate brigades were
ordered activated.

$111.70 ton

40% Porkmaker, pellets

$103.90 ton

18% Pig starter, pellets(with ASP-250)

$ 98.90 ion

(These are but 3 of our specials. Call or visit us and
see how we can save you money this week!)

Southern States Fulton Co-Op
CENTRAL AVE.

SOUTH FULTON

SHAVE AND A HAIRCUT, 20 cents—with • mustache
trim thrown in. The work is professional and the prices are
good at the Custer Flats Barber Shop, owned and operated
by Pfc Monroe D. King of Akron, Ohio, • member of the
Army's 1st Squadron, 4th Casalry. Though he has full-time
duties as • power generator operator. King is kept busy in
his tarpaulin-shaded shop trimming many • Cavalryman's
mustache.
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the Joerses who become the only family group in the Four
Riven Camell having three active Eagle brothers. Nelson
Tripp (left), chairman of the Cherokee District of the council,
Johns Blackstone in extending congratulations. The Jones
brothers are also holders of the God and Country Award
They and their father attended the National Box Scout Jamboree at Valley Forge last year.
SUN-OEMOCItra. PADUC.AH, ET.

38% Sow and Pig Supplement, pellets

Upside-Down
House
A gleaming kitchen, filled
with the latest, timesaving appliances and convenient worksavers, is featured in
Upside Down Marsh H use in
Princeton, New Jersey
Built to be the cp. ome of
convenience for th homemaker, the Marsh Ho
'be is
called Upside Down bec use
II is designed to fully
the normally wasted space o
conventional attics.
In the kitchen, the layout
allows for maximum storage
space and a large amount of
top-of-the-counter working
area. Architect R. M. Englebrecht took a personal survey
to find out which appliances
were the most convenient and
preferred by homemakers all
over the country.
For example, featured in the
kitchen is a new KitchenAicJ
op-of-the-line, built-in dishAtasher which the architect
specified. The model chosen
is finished in stainless steel,
elegant and easy to keep clean.
It also has a special sanitizing
cycle called SaniCycle during

which the water is heated to
180 for the final rinse. This
provides extra protection
against germs and bacteria,
extra health benefits for thc
whole family.
The Marsh House is an excellent example of the utmost
in convenience with very livable suproundings. It was the
result elf an imaginative architect and an expert builder
working together to offer a solution for building a home on
a "by-passed" problem lot.
Built on a low marshy piece of
land, part of the house projects over an excavated fresh
water 'and.
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Expert Eyes Lead
To 'Hot' Needles
HOUSTON, Jan. 2, —
An atomic expert comae°
through tons of trash with a
pocket geiger counter and retrieved six potentially dangerous radium 226 needles that a
maid had tossed into a trash
basket by mistake.
Herbert C. Allen Jr., president of Atomic Energy Industrial Laboratories of the
Southwest, said the needles,
containing about 150 milligrams of radium and valued at
55,250, were enca d in platin,

um. Allen said if any had
broken it would have cost at
least $10,000 to decontaminate
the paper stock company
where the trash rubble was
stored.
Allen located the needles
only hours before the refuse
was to be sent to a factory to
be made into wallboard for
home construction.
The needles were thrown in
the trash at a doctor's office.
They were being sterilized,
and a maid cleaning up the
office threw them away.

Al a late summer fur sale.
a woman was overheard
asking thasaleslady: "Win a
small deposit hold it until
my husband does something
unforgivable?"

Sometimes, when a man-ii
going over the monthly bibs,
he can't help speculating
how rich he would be if the
automobile had never been
iavenUsd.

GRISHAM'S MEN'S WEAR
220 Main Street

Fulton, Kentucky

• Suits and Sports Coats 30% or more off
• Some Suits as Low as $22.50
• Some Snort Coats as low as $10 & $12.50 esch
• Over Coats and all Weather Coats, ^11 Slacks,
all Hats, Jackets, Sweaters, Robes, Gloves,
Ties all 33 1/3 OFF
All first class merchandise

CLOSE CALL — While water didn't flow into
banes at Rives over the wet weekend, it
came mighty close as can be seen here. Residents say the opening of the Oblon river during

the past year loosened the affects of the heavy
rains on the town. Note men In boats.(Photo
by Adele)
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• Sport Shirts, Colored Dress Shirts 25% Off
regular Price

in soon for thorough
winterization.

• Be sure and see our bargain counter — you
will be amazed at the bargans you'll find.

• 1 group Dress Shirts only $2.75 ($4.50 value)

general
winter
and antifreeze
check

Work On Obion River Proves
Its Worth Over Weekend
new year was ushered in on a torrent of rain over the
weekend but flooding seemed to be at • minimum despite the
6,53 Inches which fell Dont Friday morning to Sunday morning.
At Rives, where residents In the past have kept boats nearby
the wwt swum of the year, the water lapped around several
homes but did not get in them.
Another wet spot in the county where residents have been
evacuated by boar more than
once is the southern part of
°Wan.
Normally the 4,44 which fell
Saturday alone would have been
enough to do the trick but the
newly-widened and deepened
Obion river carried the water
away rapidly and„residents got
only their feet wet. Hilly Sam
Fox at Oblan said be knew of
no Instance where water flooded
•house in the city.
Recent river work was also
credited with lessening the
flooding at Rives. Water did get
In the basement and surrounded
the Rives Church of Christ and
caused the canceling of Sunday services there.
The three-day rain saw
2.03 dumped between Friday
and Saturday morning,%mother
4.44 between Saturday and Sunday morning and .06 between
Sunday morning and this morning. a total at 6.53.
During the wet year of 1957,
5.93 Inches fell between Nov.16
and 16 Then ox AprU 30, 1962,
a one day record of 4.92 fell.
In Union City, there was
01.1651
DIAL
little flooding an the low South
Second and Third street areas
Thursday Thru Saturday
which have been trouble areas
In the past.
Doqbje Featurel
City Manager DaviciFriziell
said a couple of utility excavations caved in during the heavy
rains, but other than that things
were about normal.
Telephone
repairmen had
some troubles petting totrouble
spots in the county as water
swept across more than one
county road. However only on
the State Line road was the
water so MO that they could
not get through.
Many of the duck hunters,
who were hoping for rain,agree
they got a little too much as
water covered their blinds.
At Re,Ifoot lake, Billy Hayes
Hall didn't have much trouble
with Ms floating blind but said
many of the stationary blinds
where about three feet under.
He said many boats which had
been tied to the bank had sunk
as the lake rose. He said he
spent the better part of Saturday moving boats higher tokeep
them from sinking.
Water got up to and lapped
over the Hickman highway between Union City and the Old
Lake Road turnoff Saturday
night between 9 and 10, but
traffic proceeded without difficulty. The city of Hickman
BIERYTHINf. HAPPENS IN
was reported whipped by 10.2
inches of rain over the period.
Clayton Henderson of the
Obion County Highway Dept.
ic
(
)
../4A
)
/
said this morning the heavy rain
caused much damage to the
county road system. He said a
number of bridges,and concrete
pipes were pushed out of place

Be sure that your car is
completely
prepored
for safe, smooth driving
in winter weather. Drive

Hospital
Take Oath
Despite surgery Monday and
To

confinement to his bed in Obion
County General Hospital, the
aggressive and outspoken editor
of the lickman Courier was
determined not to miss taking
the oath of office as mayor of
Hickman.
So, with the aid of friends,
Ro Gardner had himself hustled
into an ambulance Friday morning and transported to Hickman. Around U a.m. air. Gardner was administered the oath
by Miss Frances Johnson, city
clerk, and became Mayor Gardner while lying on a stretcher.
The new mayor of Hickman
was back In his hospital bed
this morning.
"It seemed a shame to miss
the swearing In ceremonies and
my friends and I decided
I
wouldn't," Mayor Gardner said.
The new mayor talked today
of plans for putting Into effect
inapager-carnMrasion form
of government overwhelmingly
approved by Hickman voters in
a November referendum. One
of the first moves will be the
employment of a city manager.
"W. have an excellent prosPact," Mayor Gardner said.
"We hope to interview him this
month and, If members of the
city council are satisfied with
his qualifications, we'll employ him."
After the employment of a
city manager, Hickman will
operate for the next four years
under a virtual council-manager form of government. Under Kentucky law, Mayor Gardner said, a city changing to the
manager - commission form
must wait four years before
electing commissioners.
Serving with Mayor Gardner as councilmen are incumbents Dr. R. H. White, Fred
Stokes Jr. and Clifton Everett
and
new council members
James Cooley, Charles Poyner
and E. D. Johnson. Hickman
serve two-year
councilmen
tertAiWhile the mayor is elected for four years.
Mayor Gardner succeeds C.
King Davis, mayor for thepast
eight years who has served, In
all, 24 years as mayor of Hickman.
The new mayor called the
Port of Hickman one of the
town's greatest assets and said
Se plans to go all out in selling
Use advantages of the port to
industry.
by the high watei. A few of
these he said were on the State
Line road, Yellow Hammer
lane, the Troy-Protemus road,
Just off the Martin highway and
in Fish-Gap hill. He said gravel
in other
was
washed away

Puckett Service Station
OPEN 24
1401JHS A DAY

STANDARD

4TH AND LAKE SYS.
PHONE 472.171t

g„

Then you know it's Quality Cheke
That means unique flavors like our Vanilla Cherries Ice Cream.
Which we make with juicy Montmorency cherries.
Only the deep red ones. And we,use generous portions of
them, too. When we say Vanilla Cherries Ice Cream, we
mean hall cherry and half vanilla. Kind of makes you think
of ... good cherry pie a It model

crush Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slew,
Tarter Saucit
French Edit

We give
quality stamps
Mechanic on Duty 6 am 10 pm
7 Days a Week

5 to 12p.m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75e \ "ks
\

WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If its Not Right . .
We'll Do It Again Free

SERVICE STATION
45.51 Bypass — Highlands

Next time you shop, remember that ours is one of the
select dairies authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label.
It does make a difference.

F1111011, KV

Prices In /id Good Urn Saturday, Jan. 8 cliVvE
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RYER SALE

Wed Is Always Double
•••••••••
S &H Green Stamp Day At 1 FIGGLY WIGGLY
South Fulton
•••••••
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TURKEYSE2 L49c
HAMS
lb. 99c
LIVER
lb. 29c
BOL0GNAFalb. 35c
STEAK jiutS.'iceL.79c
BACON
lb. 35c
Center
Slices
Fresh
Pig

.

CHICKEN PARTS

U. S. Gov't Inspected

FRynts
ELM HILL
Smoked

C

Whole Lb.1

BREAST
lb. 59c
LEGS-THIGHSlb 49c
WINGS
lb. 29c
Backs- Necks lb. 19c
LIVERS
lb.79c
GIZZARDS lb. 39c

29c whoi.25

Callibl1p

Gold Band

.
Lb.

Pkg Sliced

Ends

11C

Hams

Bacon

_
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BUCKEYE PEAS

10- 300 Cans

School Day

PerTsAlaini10- toz.cans$1.00

$1-00

Early June

PEAS

CirlarthI
PY
ed S

6- 16 oz.Cans $1.00

SOUP

$1.00

SYRUP

LARD

2- 41b.jars $1.00

Plymouth

Hunt's Steak House
Ce
iu
'ti
la
to

Plymouth Light

All

Rod Cross

BULB .

to
:e

PINEAPPLE

5 for $1.00

Mandalay Crushed

16 oz Cans

PINEAPPLE

5 for $1.00

D•litont.
34
:r
ft
34

PEACIIES4 -29ca.cans $1.00
'COCKTAIL 416 oz.cans $1.00
Hunt's Fruit

FOLGERS - MAXWELL HOU
SE - CHASE

COFF
Hot Rising

& SANBORN

INSTANT
$5.00

Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobaccos

Lily White

FLOUR

BIG
10 oz.
JARS

89A

Miss Liberty

25 lb.bag $1.79

PIES

ORANGE JUICE

10 lb. bag

Winesap and

SUGAR . . . Finest 99c

U.S.No.1 Reds

39'

Bag

WI!

4

10'

es
th
ch
in

for $1°°

Texas

,
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P
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QI. 39c

Delicious

APPLES
Large Head

$5.00 Purchase

POTATOES

SWISS Miss
Fruit
Peach Apple and
Cherry

Kraft

Godchaux

Excluding Milk
and Tobaccos

10 oz. Pkgs.

FralelCilh1FRIES 3 for21b 1Bali

TEA • • . good hope 89c

Assorted

Paula

Two Dozen

Big Pound Box

TIDE . . . . Only 69c
Kelloggs
4 Fruit Flavors
POFFARTS . . Box 49c

Vanity All Flavors

ICE /Inv 3 1-2 Gal. $1.00
Mrs.
FISH PATTIES 3 for $1.00
ox.
Ojai& mum 6- 6
a
m'
dm
mad.i - 16 oz.cans $1.00
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ROLLS brown and serve 45c

Giant Size

7 oz Boxes

Dade Halle

tiAR AYS

1 4oz. Cans

. 4 for $1.00

SPAG—a—nd Mac-10 for $1.011
CRACKERS 4th box $1.00

PIGGLY WIGGLY'S

1
Ril
iS
lavmsi
l
i
ViCriS. $1.0
0

$1.00

Hb.Crb $1.00

Showboat

Argo Sliced
3d

2-4lb. Cris.
Brand

OLEO

CATSUP 5 14 oz.Bot. $1.00
SPAG
10 - 15 oz.cans $1.00

ma
UI

10 - 10 oz. cans $1.00

tinges Pure

Shiley's Golden

1

10 fo)
4roz.$131

Heinz Tomato

8- 16 oz. Cans

TOMATOES Oakhill

hoc

12 for 49c

Green

CABBAGE

lb 5

Florida
Dos.

Tangerines - Oranges

,
„
29c
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities-STORE Hou Monday thr Thu
- u rs8 a m.-8 p. m. Friday'
rs
and
8-9 Sun a. m.and 7p. m.
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